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Chapter 1

Introduction

With the increasing popularity of Java, interpreted, just-in-time compiled and dynamically compiled executions are becoming a common way for application programs to be executed. As a result, performance profiling tools for these types of executions are in greater demand by program developers. In this thesis, we present techniques for measuring and representing performance data from interpreted, just-in-time and dynamically compiled program executions. Our techniques solve problems related to the unique characteristics of these executions that make performance measurement difficult, namely that there is an interdependence between the interpreter program and the application program, and that application program code is transformed at runtime by just-in-time and dynamic compilers.

1.1 Motivation

An interpreted execution is the execution of one program (the application) by another (the interpreter) in which the interpreter implements a virtual machine that takes the application as input and runs it. Interpreters act as runtime translators; program code that is targeted to run on the virtual machine is translated to run on the host machine. Examples include interpreters for programs written in LISP[46], Prolog[38], Basic[36], Scheme[34], Smalltalk[18], Perl[69], TCL[48], Pascal[59], Python[68], Self[29], and Java[41]. One benefit of interpreted execution is the platform independence of the application program; an application program can run on any machine on which the interpreter virtual machine runs. Another benefit of interpreted execution is that it can be used to emulate systems or parts of systems that may not be present on the underlying operating system/architecture of the host machine; for example, simulator programs such as SimOS [57], g88 [5], FAST [6], RSIM [49], WWT [56], and Shade [13] implement a virtual machine, and they take as input and run application programs that are targeted to run on the simulated architecture.

Typically, interpreted executions are orders of magnitude slower than equivalent native exe-
cutions [44, 58]. A faster way to run the application is to translate large parts (like entire functions) to native code, and directly execute the cached translation rather than interpreting the application one instruction at a time. Just-in-time (JIT) compilers [16, 42] and dynamic compilers [3, 14, 29] execute applications in this manner. Also, many fast interpreters [13, 57, 18, 52, 42] do some translating and caching of application code.

Interpreted, JIT compiled, and dynamically compiled program executions are increasingly being used as the norm in running applications. For example, Java applications are almost always run by a Java virtual machine that is implemented as an interpreter [41], JIT compiler [16] or dynamic compiler [23, 63, 9]. The platform independence of Java programs, and the ability to attach Java programs to web pages combined with the increasing popularity of the world wide web, have contributed to the use of Java for various types of applications including parallel and distributed computing [19, 67, 12], and Web-based computing and meta-computing [4, 8, 20]; Java is increasingly being used for large, complex applications. As a result, Java programmers are becoming more concerned with their program's performance, and thus have more of a need for performance measurement tools that can help them answer questions about their program's performance. Therefore, being able to build performance measurement tools for interpreted, JIT compiled, and dynamically compiled executions will become increasingly important. However, there are two unique characteristics of these types of executions that make performance measurement difficult. First, in interpreted executions there is an interdependence between the interpreter's execution and the interpreted application's execution. Second, performance measurement of dynamically compiled and JIT compiled executions is complicated by the application program's multiple execution forms.

In this thesis, we discuss techniques for collecting and representing performance data from interpreted, JIT compiled and dynamically compiled program executions that solve problems associated with the unique characteristics of these types of executions that make performance measurement difficult: (1) the interdependence between the interpreter's and the interpreted application's execution, and (2) the multiple execution forms of JIT compiled and dynamically compiled application code that is translated at run-time by the virtual machine.

1.1.1 Performance Measurement of Interpreted Executions

The interdependence between the execution of the interpreter and the interpreted code makes performance measurement difficult. The implementation of the interpreter determines how application code is executed and constructs in the application trigger the execution of specific code in the interpreter. The difficulties this causes are illustrated by comparing an interpreted code's execution to a compiled code's execution (shown in Figure 1.1). A compiled code is in a form that can be executed directly on a particular operating system/architecture platform, Tools that measure the performance of the execution of a compiled code provide performance measurements in terms of platform-specific costs associated with executing the code; process time, number of page faults,
I/O blocking time, and cache miss rate are some examples of platform-specific measures. In contrast, an interpreted code is in a form that can be executed by the interpreter. The interpreter virtual machine is itself an application program that executes on the OS/architecture platform. One obvious difference between compiled and interpreted application execution is the extra layer of the interpreter program that, in part, determines the performance of the interpreted application. We call the Interpreter layer the virtual machine (VM) and the Application layer the application program (AP). The VM is any program that implements a virtual machine for another application that it takes as input and runs.

**Figure 1.1** Compiled application’s execution vs. Interpreted application’s execution. A VM developer and an AP developer view the interpreted execution differently.

Performance data that explicitly describes the interaction between the virtual machine and the application program is critical to understanding the performance of the interpreted execution, and will help a program developer more easily determine how to tune the application to make it run faster. For example, if performance data shows that the amount of VM overhead associated with the VM interpreting call instructions in AP method foo accounts for a large fraction of foo’s execution time, then the program developer knows that one way to improve foo’s interpreted execution is to reduce some of this VM overhead in foo’s execution.

Because there is an Application layer and an Interpreter layer in an interpreted execution, there are potentially two different program developers who would be interested in performance measurement of the interpreted execution: the VM developer and the AP developer. Both want performance data described in terms of platform-specific costs associated with executing parts of their applications. However, each views the platform and the application program as different layers of the interpreted execution. The VM developer sees the AP as input to the VM (as shown in the second column of Figure 1.1). The AP developer sees the AP as a program that is run on the virtual machine implemented by the VM (shown in the last column of Figure 1.1).

The VM developer is interested in platform-specific performance measurements associated with the virtual machine’s execution and characterized in terms of its input (the AP); the VM developer wants performance data that characterizes the VM’s performance in terms of the application code it interprets. An example of this type of performance data is the amount of process time used while VM function objectCreate is interpreting instructions from an AP method.
The AP developer, on the other hand, views the platform as the virtual machine implemented by the interpreter program. An AP developer wants VM-specific performance measurements that allow an AP developer to see inside the virtual machine to understand the fundamental costs associated with the virtual machine’s execution of the application. An example of this type of performance data is the amount of VM object creation overhead in the execution of AP method `foo`. A performance tool must present performance data that describes specific VM-AP interactions in a language that matches the program developer's view of the execution.

Our approach can address any environment where one program runs another. The machine hardware can be viewed as running the operation system that runs the user program. The part of our solution for describing performance data for interacting VM and AP layers is applicable to describing performance data associated with interactions between multiple levels.

### 1.1.2 Performance Measurement of Application’s with Multiple Execution Forms

Performance measurement of JIT and dynamically compiled application programs is difficult because of the application’s multiple execution forms (AP code is transformed into other forms while it is executed). For example, a Java program starts out interpreted in byte-code form. While it is executed, a Java dynamic compiler VM may translate parts of the byte-code to native code that is directly executed on the host machine. Figure 1.2 shows the two execution modes of an environment that uses dynamic compilation to execute an AP that starts out in byte-code form: (1) the VM interprets AP byte-codes; (2) native code versions of AP methods that the VM compiles at runtime are directly executed by the operating system/architecture platform with some residual VM interaction (for example, activities like object creation, thread synchronization, exception handling, garbage collection, and calls from native code to byte-code methods may require VM interaction). The VM acts like a runtime library to the native form of an AP method. At any point in the execution, the VM may compile a method, while some methods may never be compiled.

![Figure 1.2 Dynamic Compilation of AP byte-codes](image)

**Figure 1.2 Dynamic Compilation of AP byte-codes.** During a dynamically compiled execution methods may be interpreted by the VM and/or compiled into native code and directly executed. The native code may still interact with the VM; the VM acts like a runtime library to the AP.

Because parts of the application program are transformed from one form to another by the
VM at runtime, the location and structure of application code can change during execution. From the standpoint of performance measurement, this causes several problems. First, a performance tool must measure each form of the Java method, requiring different types of instrumentation technologies. Second, a tool must be aware of the relationship between the byte-code and native code version of a method, so that performance data can be correlated. Third, because AP code is transformed at run-time, its transformation is part of the execution; a performance tool must represent performance data associated with the transformational activities. Finally, since even the native code methods interact with the VM (with the VM acting more like a run-time library), performance data that explicitly describes these VM interactions with the native form of an AP method will help a programmer better understand the application’s execution.

1.2 Summary of Results

This dissertation presents new methods for collecting and representing performance data for interpreted, JIT compiled, and dynamically compiled executions. We present a representational model for describing performance data from these types of executions that addresses problems associated with the interdependence between the execution of the AP and the VM, and addresses problems associated with the multiple execution forms of the AP. We show how a performance tool based on our model provides performance data that allows program developers to easily determine how to tune their programs to improve the program’s performance. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the model by using performance data from our tool to improve the execution times of several Java application programs.

Our model allows for a concrete description of behaviors in interpreted, JIT compiled and dynamically compiled executions, and it is a reference point for what is needed to implement a performance tool for measuring these types of executions. An implementation of our model can answer performance questions about specific interactions between the VM and the AP, and it can represent performance data in a language that both an application program developer and a virtual machine developer can understand. The model describes performance data in terms of the different forms of an application program object, describes run-time transformational costs associated with dynamically compiled AP code, and correlates performance data collected for one form of an AP object with other forms of the same object.

We present Paradyn-J, a prototype performance tool for measuring interpreted and dynamically compiled Java executions. Paradyn-J is an implementation of our model for describing performance data from these types of executions. To demonstrate our ideas, we show how Paradyn-J describes performance data that can be only represented by tools based on our model, and how this data provides information that is useful to both an AP developer and a VM developer in determining how to tune the program to make it run faster. We present results using performance data from Paradyn-J to tune an all-interpreted Java CPU simulator program. Performance data from Paradyn-J identifies expensive Java VM activities (method call and object creation over-
head), and represents specific VM costs associated with constrained parts of the Java application. With this data we were easily able to determine how to tune the Java application to improve its performance by a factor of 1.7. We also present results using Paradyn-J to tune a dynamically compiled Java neural network application. In this performance tuning study, we simulate the dynamic compilation of several application methods, Paradyn-J provides performance measures associated with the byte-code and native code forms of the dynamically compiled methods, and in particular, measures VM object creation overhead associated with each form of the method. These data allow us easily to determine how to tune one of the dynamically compiled methods to improve its performance by 10%.

1.3 Organization of Dissertation

This dissertation is organized into seven chapters. We begin by discussing related work in Chapter 2.

In Chapter 3 we present the first part of our solution: our model for describing performance data from interpreted executions. Chapter 4 presents Paradyn-J, a performance tool for measuring interpreted Java executions that is based on our model. We describe Paradyn-J's implementation, and demonstrate our ideas by showing how performance data from Paradyn-J can be used to improve the performance of a Java CPU simulator application.

We present results from a performance study comparing dynamically compiled and interpreted Java application executions in Chapter 5. We use this study to motivate the need for detailed performance data from dynamically compiled executions.

In Chapter 6, we describe the second part of our solution: a model for describing performance data from program executions that have multiple execution forms. We describe modifications to Paradyn-J for measuring a simulation of dynamically compiled Java executions, and demonstrate our model by using performance data from Paradyn-J to tune a dynamically compiled method function from a Java neural network application.

Chapter 7 discusses implementation issues particular to implementing a performance tool based on our model. We also discuss some of the complexities of our implementation of Paradyn-J and examine some other ways in which a performance tool implementing our model could be built.

Finally, in Chapter 8, we present our conclusions, and suggest future directions for this work.
Chapter 2

Related Work

Past research in application-level performance measurement tools has addressed many issues related to the measurement of interpreted, JIT compiled and dynamically compiled program executions. In particular, there are several performance measurement tools for JIT compiled and interpreted executions that provide useful information to an AP developer, including a few that provide a limited number of fixed VM costs (such as number of object creates, and counts of garbage collections activities). However, there is no tool that can describe performance data for general interactions between the VM and the AP (such as VM method call overhead due to calls made from a particular AP method); no existing tool exports VM resources and, as a result, arbitrary, general performance measurement of the VM and of VM-AP interactions is not possible using existing tools. Also, there is no tool that we know of that can correlate performance data for the different execution forms of dynamically compiled AP code.

We show in later chapters that having performance data that measure specific VM costs associated with AP's execution, and that measure AP's multiple execution forms, is critical to understanding the performance of interpreted, JIT or dynamically compiled executions. To provide this type of performance data there are several issues that we must address. First, we must obtain performance measures from both the VM and the AP's execution. Second, we must extract abstractions implemented by the VM program (e.g., AP threads) and measure performance data in a way that is consistent with these abstractions. Finally, we must obtain mapping information when AP code is compiled at run-time and use this information to map performance data between the different execution forms of AP code. Previous work in performance measurement tools has addressed similar issues.

We must explicitly measure the VM program. Any general purpose performance tool can provide measures of the VM program. However, we must also be able to describe VM measures in terms of the AP-developer's view of the execution to allow the AP developer to see inside the VM. To do this we need to expose abstractions implemented by the VM in a language that the AP
developer can understand (in terms of the abstractions that the VM implements). Similar work has been done to allow a binary application developer to see inside the operating system, giving a view of how the OS executes an application, and to see inside user level libraries to present performance data in terms of the abstractions implemented by the library.

We need to map performance data between different views of AP code that changes form at run-time. All performance tools do some type of mapping between low-level execution activities and high-level views of these activities; the most common is mapping performance data to a source code view. There are also research efforts examining more complicated mappings, such as performance measurement for data parallel programs that map low-level synchronization activities to language-level views of these activities.

In this chapter, we discuss systems that address pieces of the problems we need to solve. We conclude that although there are currently tools that can provide some of the features we want, there are no tools, or combinations of tools, that can explicitly represent arbitrary, general VM-AP interactions from interpreted, JIT compiled, or dynamically compiled executions. Also, there are no tools that can describe performance data in terms of both the AP-developer’s and the VM-developer’s view of the execution, and there are no tools that can represent performance in terms of different execution forms of dynamically compiled AP code, nor represent costs associated with the run-time compilation of AP code.

2.1 Performance tools for interpreted and JIT compiled executions

There are several performance profiling tools for measuring interpreted and JIT compiled applications. These tools provide performance data in terms of the application’s execution. Some tools instrument AP source code prior to the AP’s execution. When run by the VM, AP instrumentation code is interpreted just like any other AP code. Tools implemented in this way provide no performance measurement of the VM’s execution. Other tools are implemented as special versions of the VM or interact with the VM at run-time using VM APIs to obtain performance measures of the AP’s execution; these tools have the potential to obtain measures of both the VM and AP’s execution.

Tools that instrument the application source code or byte-code prior to execution by the VM include the Metering Lisp profiling tool [35], NetProf [50] and ProfBuilder [15]. NetProf and ProfBuilder re-write the Java class files by inserting calls to instrumentation library routines. When the modified application code is run by the VM, an instrumentation library collects timing information associated with the execution of the instrumented application code. Because these tools instrument Java class files, they can easily obtain fine-grained performance measures, such as basic-block or statement level performance measures. Also, the Java byte-code instrumenting tools do not need application source code to measure the Java application.
Inserting instrumentation in the application prior to its execution, and letting the VM execute
the instrumentation code along with the other instructions in the application, is an easy way to
obtain timing and counting measures in terms of the application's code, but there are several
problems with this approach. First, there is no way to know which VM activities are included in
timing measures; timing measures associated with a method function could include thread con-
text switching\textsuperscript{1}, Java class file loading, garbage collection and run-time compilation. Second,
there is no way of obtaining measurements that describe specific VM overheads associated with
VM's execution of the application, since these measures require instrumenting VM code. Finally,
for JIT compiled and dynamically compiled executions, there is no control over how the compiler
transforms the instrumentation code; the compiler could perform optimizations that re-order
instrumentation code and method code instructions in such a way that the instrumentation code
is no longer measuring the same thing it was prior to compilation.

There are tools for measuring interpreted and JIT compiled Java programs that provide some
measure of Java VM costs associated with the application's execution. To obtain these measures,
the tools are either implemented as special versions of the Java VM (JProbe [37], JDKs VM [60],
Visual Quantify [53], and Jinsight [30]), or they interact with the Java VM at run-time using
API's implemented by the VM (OptimizeIt [32], and VTune[31]). Also, there is a new Java profi-
ing interface (JVMPI [62]) with Sun's Java 2 Platform [63]. JVMPI can be used to build perfor-
ance measurement tools that can obtain certain information about how the Java VM runs the
Java application.

Special versions of the Java VM contain profiling code that is executed as part of the VM’s
interpreter or JIT compiler code. The profiling code obtains counting and timing measures in
terms of the Java AP code that is being executed. One example is Sun’s JDK VM implementation
with built-in profiling. Instrumentation code, which is part of the VM code, can be triggered to col-
lect the total execution time and the number of calls to Java application methods, as well as to
create a call-graph. Another example is JProbe for interpreted and JIT compiled Java executions.
It provides a call graph display with cumulative CPU time and count measures for methods, a
real time memory usage display showing allocated and garbage collected object space and object
instance counts, and a source code display that is annotated with total CPU and count measures.
Rational’s Visual Quantify is a performance tool for interpreted Java executions that is integrated
with Microsoft’s Developer Studio 97. It provides a call graph display and a source code display
where lines of source code are annotated with total execution times and number of executions. It
also provides a real-time display of active Java application threads. Finally, Jinsight is a traced-
based performance tool that gathers trace data from a modified Java VM running on Microsoft’s
Windows or IBM’s AIX operating systems. It provides displays for viewing performance data in
terms of object creates, garbage collection, and execution sequences of Java code, and provides a
display of real-time application thread interaction.

1. The timing instrumentation used by these tools is not thread aware.
There are two Java profiling tools that interact with the Java VM at run-time using an API implemented by the VM to obtain performance data. One example is Intel Corporation's VTune. VTune uses event-based sampling, and hardware performance counters available on Intel's Pentium Pro processors to collect performance data for JIT compiled Java applications. VTune runs on Intel's Pentium Processor based platforms running versions of Microsoft's Windows operating systems. The tool handles processor-event interrupts to obtain hardware performance counter and program counter samples. It interacts with the Java VM through a special VTune API; only if the VM implements the VTune API can VTune associate performance data with Java AP code. Currently, Microsoft's Visual J++ and Internet Explorer, Borland's JBuilder 2, and Asymetrix's SuperCede support the VTune API. The API is used to determine where JIT compiled Java application code is located in memory, so that the program counter samples can be correlated with Java application code. VTune provides displays of total CPU time, and number of calls associated with Java methods. It also provides a call graph display.

Another example of a tool that interacts with the Java VM at run-time is Intuitive Systems' OptimizeIt. OptimizeIt is a tool for measuring interpreted and JIT compiled Java executions run by Sun's unmodified Java VM for versions of JDK up to the Java 2 Platform release. OptimizeIt provides total CPU time for each Java application thread, total CPU time associated with application methods, and a real time memory profiler that provides the number of object instances per class. It also provides a display that correlates total CPU times for application threads with individual lines of Java application source code. OptimizeIt starts all Java applications that it measures. At start-up, it interacts with the Java VM to initiate performance monitoring. For the 1.1 versions of JDK, it uses low-level APIs in the Java VM to obtain performance data for the application. Also, it may need to force the run-time linker to load shared object files containing special versions of Java VM routines that are used to obtain some VM information. Because OptimizeIt interacts with the Java VM at run-time, it has to be ported to different versions of the VM. However, the March 1999 release of OptimizeIt is moving towards a more platform-independent implementation by using new classes and the new JVMPI interface available with Sun’s Java 2 Platform to obtain its profiling data.

JVMPI is an API available with Sun’s Java 2 Platform that implements an interface for performance measurement tools. JVMPI is a two-way function call interface between the Java VM and a profiler agent in the VM process. A performance tool designer builds a profiling tool by implementing the profiler agent code that interacts with the VM using calls and event callbacks to obtain performance information. The profiler agent is written in C or C++ code using the Java Native Interface (JNI [61]) to call JVMPI functions. A performance tool designer also implements a front-end part of the tool that obtains performance measures from the profiler agent and displays them to the user. Through JVMPI, the Java VM exports information about some of its abstractions such as per thread CPU time, synchronization activities, object creates, and class file loading. It also exports information about the Java application code it runs. Using this interface, a
platform-independent tool can be built that provides some VM costs and run-time activities associated with the application’s execution; the performance tool will run on any VM that implements the JVMPi interface.

All of these profiling tools represent performance data in terms of the interpreted or JIT compiled application’s execution. Some of these tools provide measures of specific VM costs associated with the application’s execution. For example, JProbe, OptimizeIt and Visual Quantify provide some type of memory profiling information associated with Java method functions. This type of performance data helps an application developer to more easily answer questions of how to tune the application to improve its interpreted or JIT compiled performance.

2.2 Traditional performance tools

There are many general purpose performance tools for parallel and sequential programs that provide performance measures in terms of the program’s execution. Most of these tools for software measurement probes to be inserted in an application program’s source code [43], or inserted by re-compiling or re-linking with an instrumentation library [55, 73, 70, 22, 54], or by re-writing the binary [40], or dynamically at run-time [47]. Most of these tools can be classified as either profiling [22, 70, 43, 54] or event-tracing tools [55, 73, 43, 25].

Profiling tools typically insert instrumentation code to count and/or time the execution of fragments of application code, run the application, and compute the total value of the performance metrics associated with different code fragments. One problem with profiling is that detailed information, such as time-varying data, can be lost in the summary data. Trace-based tools insert code in the application to generate a time-stamped record of events during the program’s execution. As the program runs, trace events are written to a log. The performance tool analyzes trace data from the log and displays it to the user. Trace-based tool can capture very detailed information about an application’s execution; however, for long-running or massively parallel programs, generating, storing, and analyzing the trace files becomes problematic.

Paradyn is a tool for measuring the performance of long-running, large, parallel applications. Paradyn is designed to solve some of the problems associated with profile and trace-based tools. The performance data collection part of the tool is designed to scale to long-running, massively parallel applications by using two mechanisms: fixed length data structures to store time varying performance data and dynamic instrumentation [27] (instrumentation code that can be inserted or removed from a running program at any point in its execution).

Digital’s continuous profiling infrastructure [51] uses a slightly different technique to provide low-overhead performance data. It periodically samples the Alpha performance counter hardware to obtain profiling information: a device driver services interrupts from the Alpha performance counters; on each interrupt, the driver records the process identifier and program counter for the interrupted program; samples are buffered in the kernel, and periodically extracted by a daemon
process that stores them in an on-disk database. Performance tools can be written to extract information from this database.

2.3 Tools that Map Performance Data to User's View of Program

All performance measurement tools provide some mapping between a low-level and high-level view of an action. For example, most performance tools can associate performance measures of machine code instructions with a source code view of the performance data (a machine code to source code mapping). There are also tools that can provide more complicated hierarchical mappings between data parallel code and low-level runtime activities. For example, some tools for parallel Fortran codes are integrated with the compiler (MPP Apprentice [70] and FortranD [1]). The compiler generates mapping information that the tool uses to correlate performance measures, like synchronization times, with source code fragments or data parallel arrays; the execution of application binary code can be mapped to the application developer's view of the program.

Another example is the NV performance tool model [33] for measuring CM Fortran [66] programs. NV is designed to map performance data collected for the execution of low-level code to its high-level view in terms of parallel data structures and statements in data parallel Fortran programs. NV is not integrated with the Fortran compiler. Instead, it uses static information from the application's a.out file and information obtained at run-time to map between the execution of a high-level language statement and the low level actions that implement the statement's execution. MemSpy [45] is a data-oriented profiling tool that provides performance measures such as cache invalidation, and local and remote miss rates associated with parallel data objects. It works by using the Tango simulation and tracing system [17] to instrument applications. MemSpy maps the causes of cache misses in Tango's simulated caches to parallel data objects.

Techniques designed for debugging optimized code [7, 26] solve a similar problem. Here, the problem of accurately relating activities in the binary's execution to a portion of source code is complicated by compiler optimizations; there is not necessarily a one-to-one mapping between source code and binary code fragments. Setting breakpoints or stepping through the execution of the binary and mapping back to the source code is complicated by compiler optimizations that inline, replicate, or reorder the code.

2.4 Tools that can See Inside the Kernel

KiTrace [39] and KernInst [65] are examples of performance tools that instrument kernel code. They allow a user to see inside the operating system by providing performance data in terms of kernel code. For example, KernInst is a tool for instrumenting a commodity “off the shelf” kernel at run-time. KernInst allows a user to instrument kernel code at an instruction level granularity. KernInst provides an infrastructure to build profiling tools and provides an interface for modifying the kernel routines at run-time. Kernel profiling tools have focused on making the OS visible by providing performance measures of kernel routines, but have not explicitly focused on
associating OS activities with the application code that it executes; the performance measures are not explicitly correlated with the user-level application code of the workloads run on the OS.

2.5 Tools that Expose Abstractions from User-Level Libraries

There are tools that can expose abstractions implemented in user-level libraries to an application that uses the library. For example, there are tools that can provide performance data for user level thread libraries (CMON [10], and Thread Aware Paradyn [72]), or for distributed shared memory (Paradyn-Blizzard [71]). These tools make the abstractions implemented by the library visible to the user; the tool measures and describes performance data in a way that is consistent with the library's abstractions. For example, the thread aware version of Paradyn exports a thread view to the tool user so the user can see performance data associated with a particular user-level thread. The tool interacts with the thread library by turning on and off timer instrumentation based on which thread is executing particular parts of the application code, and based on when thread context switching occurs; the tool can correctly measure performance data in terms of individual application threads in the presence of thread context switching.

2.6 Conclusions

There are several performance measurement tools for measuring interpreted, and JIT compiled executions in terms of the application program. However, one problem present in all existing performance tools is that they do not support explicit measurement of the VM; explicit measurement of the VM is necessary to help define why the application performs the way it does. All these tools can provide a measure of the total time spent executing a Java method function, but none can provide a measure of specific Java VM activities that are included in this time. For example, a method may contain certain byte-code instruction sequences that are expensive for the VM to interpret, or its execution time may include method table lookups, garbage collection activities, class file loading, or thread context switches performed by the Java VM. A tool that can describe performance data that measures these specific VM costs associated with the method will help an AP developer to more easily understand the method's performance. Sun's new JVMP interface has the potential to be used for obtaining some of this information. However, it currently falls short of providing explicit measurement of VM activities that can be associated with the execution of AP code. In Chapter 7, we propose changes to JVMP that would result in making some of these data accessible to a tool builder.

Also, we know of no existing tools for measuring dynamically compiled Java. Since dynamic compiled Java executions have the potential to be as fast as, or faster than, equivalent C++ executions [23], we expect that Java applications will increasingly be run on virtual machines implemented as dynamic compilers. As a result, being able to build performance tools that can deal with run-time compiled Java code will become increasingly important. A final issue is that without exporting the VM's code, these tools are of little use to a VM developer.
In our work we use and build on many of the techniques used by traditional performance measurement tools, and by tools that: (1) map performance data to a high-level view of the data; and (2) describe performance data in terms of abstractions implemented by user-level libraries. We use similar techniques to: (1) map performance data between multiple executions forms of dynamically compiled AP code; and (2) describe performance data in terms of abstractions implemented by the VM (for example, threads, synchronization, garbage collection, and VM execution state).

In the remainder of this thesis, we show how tools that measure the VM, that measure the AP, that measure interactions between the VM and AP, and that can measure AP code that is compiled at run-time, have the potential to describe any VM-AP interaction in the execution in a language that both an AP and a VM developer can understand. As a result, such tools can describe performance data that is critical to understanding the performance of interpreted, JIT compiled, and dynamically compiled executions.
Chapter 3

Describing Performance Data that Represent VM-AP Interactions

We present a representational model for describing performance data from interpreted, JIT compiled, and dynamically compiled executions. We focus first on the part of the model that describes the interaction between the virtual machine and the application program during execution; we also focus on the part of the model that describes performance data in terms of both the virtual machine developer's and the application developer's view of the execution. As a result, we are able to represent performance data that describe specific VM-AP interactions in a language that either developer can understand.

3.1 Representing an Interpreted Execution

To describe performance data from interpreted, JIT compiled, and dynamically compiled executions, we first need to represent these types of executions. We extend Paradyn’s representation of program resources and resource hierarchies for representing a single program’s execution [47] to represent the execution of the AP by the VM. We first discuss a representation of the AP’s and the VM’s executions separately, and then combine their representations to produce the model of a virtual machine running an application program.

3.1.1 Representing a Program Execution

A running program can be viewed as a set of physical and logical components called program resources. For example, a running program contains processes, accesses pages of memory, executes its code, runs on a set of host machines, and may read or write to files. Each of these program objects can be represented by a resource. A process, function, semaphore, memory block, message tag, and file descriptor are all program resources. A program execution is represented by the set of its program resources.

Some program resources are related in a hierarchical manner. For example, a module resource consists of several function resources, and a function resource consists of several statement resources. By grouping related resources hierarchically, we represent a program execution
as a set of its program resource hierarchies. A resource hierarchy is a collection of related program resources, and can be thought of as a view of a running program in terms of these related program resources. For example, the Process resource hierarchy views the running program as a set of processes. It consists of a root node representing all processes in the application, and some number of child resources—one for each process in the program execution. Other examples of resource hierarchies are a Code hierarchy for the code view of the program, a Machine resource hierarchy for the set of hosts on which the application runs, and a Synchronization hierarchy for the set of synchronization objects in the application. An application’s execution might be represented as the following set of resource hierarchies: [Process, Machine, Code, SyncObj]. Other possible hierarchies include Memory, and I/O.

We use an object-oriented representation to describe program resources. The common characteristics of all resources are represented by a Resource base class. Different types of resources are represented by classes derived from the Resource base class. For example, module, function, process, message tag, and machine are distinct types of resources that are represented by classes derived from the base classes. The Resource base class implements information that is common to all resources, such as the name of the resource, resource’s parent resource instance, list of child resource instances, and a constraint method function(s). The constraint method is a boolean function that is true when the resource is active. We discuss constraint methods in more detail in Section 3.2.1.

The derived classes contain information that is unique to a particular resource type. For example, the Function class might have information about a function’s address and size. Other examples of information unique to specific resource classes are shown in Figure 3.1.

We represent a program execution, $P$, by a list of its resource hierarchy root node resource instances. For example, $P = \{\text{Code, Process, SyncObj, File, Memory, Machine}\}$ is the list of resource hierarchy root nodes for the program execution $P$, and $P[\text{Code}]$ is root node resource instance of the Code hierarchy. We use the shorthand notation “root_name” for naming the resource instance “P[root_name]”. For example, we will write Code for $P[\text{Code}]$. Figure 3.2 shows an example of two resource hierarchies and the type of resource instances that they contain.

Resource instances can be represented by the path name from their resource hierarchy root node. The function resource main can be represented by the path /Code/main.C/main. The path represents its relationship to other resources in the Code hierarchy; main is a Function resource whose parent is the Module resource main.C, and main.C’s parent is the Code hierarchy root node resource. The resource /Code represents all of the application’s code, the resource /Code/main.C represents all code in module main.C, and the resource /Code/main.C/main represents all code in function main of module main.C.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource Class</th>
<th>Examples of type-specific information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resource Base</td>
<td>name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>list of child resource instances (possibly empty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>parent resource instance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>constraint method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function Derived</td>
<td>address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>source code line numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module Derived</td>
<td>address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>source code file name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Derived</td>
<td>process identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>address of stack pointer, heap, text &amp; data segments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/proc file descriptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semaphore Derived</td>
<td>address of semaphore variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>type (binary or counting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Derived</td>
<td>internet address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Derived</td>
<td>file descriptor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.1 Example Resource Classes.** The Resource base class implements the characteristics that are common to all program resources, derived classes implement characteristics that are particular to a specific type of resource.

**Figure 3.2 Example of Types of resource class instances in different resource hierarchies.**

### 3.1.2 Representing the VM and AP Programs

The VM is a program that runs on an operating system/architecture platform. It might be represented as: \( \text{VM} = [\text{Machine}, \text{Process}, \text{Code}, \text{SyncObj}] \), as shown in the left half of Figure 3.3.

The AP is input to the VM that runs it. Just like any other program resources, the VM's input can be represented by a resource hierarchy in the VM's program execution. However, the AP is a special form of program input; it is itself an executing program, and as such can be represented by a program execution (a set of resource hierarchies). For example, an interpreted application might
be represented by the following resource hierarchies: $\textbf{AP} = \text{[Code, Thread, SyncObj]}$ (shown in the right half of Figure 3.3). AP’s Code hierarchy represents a view of the AP as two Class resource instances (foo.class and blah.class), each consisting of several Method resource instances. The SyncObj hierarchy represents a view of the AP’s synchronization objects, and the Thread hierarchy represents a view of the AP’s threads. The resource hierarchies in Figure 3.3 represent the AP and VM executions separately.

![Figure 3.3 Example of resource hierarchies for the virtual machine and the application program.](image)

### 3.1.3 Representing Interacting Programs

Both the VMs and the AP’s executions are represented by a set of program resource hierarchies. However, there is an interaction between the execution of the two that must be represented by the program execution model. The relationship between the VM and its input (the AP) is that VM runs AP.

In an interpreted execution, the structure of the interpreted application program determines, in part, which VM code is executed, and the implementation of the VM determines how the AP is executed. We represent the relationship between the VM and the AP (the relationship “VM runs AP”) by the union of VM and AP program resource hierarchies. The relationship between VM and AP resources is further described by resource constraints (Section 3.2) and resource mapping functions (Section 6.1.2). Figure 3.4 shows an example of resource hierarchies representing an interpreted execution using the example hierarchies from Figure 3.3. In this example, the execution of the AP by the VM is represented by the resource hierarchies: “VM runs AP” = [Machine, VMCode, VMProcess, VMSyncObj, APThread, APSyncObj, APCode]. Using the representation of “VM runs AP”, we can select resources from VM and AP hierarchies to represent specific VM-AP interactions in the interpreted execution. We discuss the representation of specific VM-AP interactions in Section 3.2.

The runs relationship can be applied to more than two executing programs to describe a layered model. Since (A runs B) is a program execution, we can apply the runs relation to (A runs B), and another program execution C to get ((A runs B) runs C)) which is the program execution that represents the execution of C by B by A.
3.2 Representing Constrained Parts of Program Executions

To query for and represent performance data that measure specific run-time activities, we need a way to specify constrained parts of the program’s execution with which we can associate performance measures. We introduce the concept of a focus to represent constrained parts of a program execution; a focus uses constraints from each of its resource hierarchies to specify a specific part of the program execution. We first discuss constraints on individual resource hierarchies and then we define a focus.

3.2.1 Active Resources and Constraint Functions

A constraint on a resource hierarchy represents a restriction of the hierarchy to a sub-set of its resources.

- Definition 3.1: A constraint, \( r \), is a single resource instance from a resource hierarchy. It represents a restriction of the hierarchy to the subset of its resources represented by \( r \).

For example, the constraint represented by the resource instance \( /Process/pid_1 \) indicates that we are interested only in parts of the program execution that involve process \( pid_1 \). To associate performance measures only with the parts of the execution in which process \( pid_1 \) is actively involved, a performance tool needs to identify the execution time intervals for which the constraint \( /Process/pid_1 \) is active.

- Definition 3.2: Intuitively, a constraint, \( r \), is active during only those parts of the program execution involving resource \( r \). The precise definition of an active constraint is dependent on the constraint’s resource type. For example, the constraint \( /Code/main.c/main \) is active when a program counter is in function \( main \). A list of definitions for active is presented in Figure 3.5.

- Definition 3.3: A constraint function, \( constrain(r) \), is a boolean, time-varying function of a constraint, \( r \), that is true for the execution time intervals when \( r \) is active.

For example, Figure 3.7 shows the execution time interval when the constraint function of \( /Code/main.C/msg_send \) is true. Constraint functions are resource-specific; all constraint functions test whether their resource argument is active, however the type of test that is performed...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource Type</th>
<th>Intuitive Definition of Active</th>
<th>Example Active Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Function</strong></td>
<td>Exclusive: A program counter (PC) is in Function foo’s code</td>
<td>Test if PC in function foo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Code/foo.c/foo</td>
<td>Caller: foo is the caller of the function in which the PC is</td>
<td>Function foo is in the caller location on a stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inclusive: the function foo has been entered by not returned from</td>
<td>Function foo is on a stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Module</strong></td>
<td>At least one of module foo.c’s functions is active</td>
<td>The OR of the active test for foo.c’s Function instances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Code/foo.c</td>
<td>(can be exclusive, inclusive, or caller definition of active)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Semaphore</strong></td>
<td>A synchronization operation on semaphore mutex is active</td>
<td>mutex is an argument to the active semaphore P or V Function resource instance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/SyncObj/Semaphore/mutex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Semaphores</strong></td>
<td>A synchronization operation on a semaphore is active</td>
<td>The OR of the active test applied to Semaphore instances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/SyncObj/Semaphore</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MessageTag</strong></td>
<td>A send or receive is active for a message with message tag tag_1</td>
<td>tag_1 is an argument to the active send or receive Function resource instance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/SyncObj/MsgTag/tag_1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MessageTags</strong></td>
<td>A message send or receive is active</td>
<td>The OR of the active test applied to MessageTag instances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/SyncObj/MsgTag</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>File</strong></td>
<td>A file operation such as read, write, or seek on file fid_1 is active</td>
<td>fid_1 is an argument to the active read, write, or seek Function resource instance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Files/fid_1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Process</strong></td>
<td>Process pid_1 exists</td>
<td>Test for process pid_1 in /proc file system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Process/pid_1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Machine</strong></td>
<td>Machine cham is involved in execution</td>
<td>Check if an application process has been created on cham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Machine/cham</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.5  Active Definitions for instances of different Resource classes.

depends on the type of the resource argument; each derived resource class implements its own constraint method. Figure 3.5 lists example definitions of active for resource objects of various class types, and lists an example of how the test for active is implemented in a constraint method. For example, one definition of a Function resource being active is that the program counter is in the function. A constraint method to test for an active Function resource instance tests the program counter to see if it is in the function.

The test for a synchronization object being active is that a synchronization operation is occurring on that object. For example, the Semaphore resource mutex is active when it is the argument to an active semaphore function (P or V). Similarly, MessageTag resource tag_1 is active when it is the argument to an active send or receive function, and File resource fid_1 is active when it is the argument to an active file function (e.g., read, write, seek).
The test for a Process resource being active is a bit strange; it tests whether the process exists. Since the exact execution state of a process (such as run-able or blocked) is invisible, the only definition for an active process is that the process exists.

Some types of resources can have more than one definition of active. For example, a Function resource can be active if a program counter is in the function, or it can be active if it is on the execution stack, or it can be active if it is the caller of the function in which a program counter is. These are three different ways to constrain a Function resource instance, therefore we need three situation-specific constraint methods for the Function class. Each situation-specific constraint method implements a different test for an active function to distinguish between the exclusive, inclusive, and caller definition of active.

Constraining a resource is something that is common to all resource types. Therefore the Resource base class exports a constraint method (constrain). Since the particular test for active depends on the resource's type, each derived resource class overrides the base class’ constrain method with its own resource-specific implementation. Also, derived resource classes implement any situation-specific constraint methods. We differentiate between a class’ situation-specific methods by name. For example, the Code, Module, and Function classes implement multiple constraint methods, one for each way in which a code object can be constrained: constrain is the exclusive constraint method, constrain_inclusive is the inclusive constraint method, and constrain_caller is the caller constraint method. Not all resource classes have multiple constraint functions.

Calls to a constraint method reference the resource object as a path name relative to that object minus the hierarchy resource name. For example, a call to Code.constrain(main.c/main) will result in a call to the constrain method of the Function class for the resource /Code/main.c/main. A class’ constraint method(s) are implemented to use their path name argument to traverse the resource hierarchy and find the correct resource instance. Once the resource instance has been found, its constrain method is invoked. Figure 3.6 shows the algorithm for implementing a class’ constraint method(s).

3.2.2 Constraint Operators

Constraint methods can be combined by constraint operators to create more complicated boolean expressions that describe when constrained parts of the program execution are active.

- Definition 3.4: The set of constraint function operators are AND, OR.
  
  **AND:** \((\text{constrain}(r_i)) \text{ AND } \text{constrain}(r_j)\):
  
  both \(\text{constrain}(r_i)\) and \(\text{constrain}(r_j)\) are true.
  
  **OR:** \((\text{constrain}(r_i) \text{ OR } \text{constrain}(r_j))\):
  
  either \(\text{constrain}(r_i)\) or \(\text{constrain}(r_j)\) or both are true.
```cpp
bool constrain(path_name) {
    // if we are at the right level, apply the active test
    if (path_name == null)
        return active();

    // if we are not at the right level, call the child’s constrain method
    child = find_child_resource(head(path_name));
    if (!child) { return false; }
    return (child.constrain(tail(path_name)));
}
```

**Figure 3.6** Generic algorithm for implementing a Resource Class’ constrain method. A constrain method traverses the hierarchy using its path_name argument. If there are still resources in the path name, it finds its child resource corresponding to the next level in the path, and calls its child’s constrain method. If it is at the level corresponding to the end of the path, then it applies its constraint test to the resource.

Constraints combined with constraint operators are true for certain time intervals of the program execution; they are true for the parts of the program that the combination of their constraints represent. For example, the expression (Code.constrain(libc.so/read) AND File.constrain(fd2)) is true over execution time intervals when a read on file descriptor fd2 is active. Figure 3.7 shows examples of constraint functions combined with different constraint operators and the resulting execution time intervals when each tests true.

**Figure 3.7** Constraint tests for constraints combined with constraint operators. The diagram shows the time intervals for two events (when functions foo and blah are active), and it shows the time intervals when these events combined with constraint operators are true. In this example, the AND of the two events never tests true because foo and blah are not active over overlapping execution time intervals.

When constraint operators are used to combine constraints from programs with multiple threads or processes, care must be taken to correctly combine the constraints in the presence of simultaneously running threads or processes. For example, Process pid_1 executing the P or V method on Semaphore mutex is represented by Process.constrain(pid_1) AND SyncObj.constrain(mutex). If Process pid_2 is executing P or V on Semaphore mutex over
execution time intervals that overlap with the time intervals when Process pid_1 is active but pid_1 is not executing P or V on Semaphore mutex, then Process.constrain(pid_1) AND SyncObj.constrain(mutex) should evaluate to false even though the execution time intervals overlap when the constraints are active. To solve this problem, constrain methods from programs with multiple threads or processes return a vector of true and false values (one for the constrain method applied to each thread), and the constraint operators combine individual elements in these vectors.

To prevent an incorrect evaluation of the constraint operator in the presence of simultaneously running threads, a constraint operator is applied to corresponding individual elements from constraint’s vector of boolean values to produce a result vector. The values in the result vector are combined with OR to obtain the final result. The following is the algorithm for combining N constraints with a constraint operator:

1. Each constrain method is evaluated to produce N vectors of boolean values.
2. The constraint operator is applied to corresponding elements from each of the N vectors to produce a result vector (i.e. the i\text{th} element from one vector is combined with the i\text{th} element from the other vectors to produce the i\text{th} element of the result vector).
3. The individual boolean values in the result vector are combined with OR to obtain the final true or false result.

Examples 1 and 2 from Figure 3.8 show constrain methods combined with AND. The first example evaluates to true because the first element from each constrain method’s vector is true, and the second example evaluates to false because the AND of each corresponding vector element is false. The third example shows the constraints from the second example combined with the OR operator. In this case the final result is true.

1. SyncObj.constrain(mutex) AND Process.constrain(pid_1) = [T, F ... , F] = TRUE
2. SyncObj.constrain(mutex) AND Process.constrain(pid_2) = [T, F ... , F] = FALSE
3. SyncObj.constrain(mutex) OR Process.constrain(pid_2) = [T, F ... , F] = TRUE

Figure 3.8 An example of applying constraint operators for programs with multiple threads. Each constrain method returns a vector of true or false values. Next, each corresponding element of the two vectors is combined with the constraint operator to produce a result vector, then the elements in the result vector are combined with OR to obtain the final true or false result.
3.2.3 Properties of Constraint Operators

Multiple constraints can be combined with multiple constraint operators to represent more complicated constrained parts of the execution of “VM runs AP”, and to represent performance data for those events. We combine constraints with AND and OR as they are normally defined, and thus all properties of the standard definition of AND and OR hold (idempotency, commutativity, associativity, absorption and distributivity). Figure 3.9 lists the properties of constraint operators and shows how constraint operators are combined. These properties are used to determine how to combine multiple constraints. In Section 3.3.4, we discuss combining constraints in our representation of performance data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>AND</th>
<th>OR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idempotency</td>
<td>(A AND A) = A</td>
<td>(A OR A) = A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commutativity</td>
<td>(A AND B) = (B AND A)</td>
<td>(A OR B) = (B OR A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associativity</td>
<td>(A AND (B AND C)) = (A AND B)</td>
<td>(A OR (B OR C)) = (A OR B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(A AND B) AND C = (A AND C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorption</td>
<td>(A OR (A AND B)) = A</td>
<td>(A AND (A OR B)) = A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributivity</td>
<td>(A AND (B OR C)) = (A AND B)</td>
<td>(A OR (B AND C)) = (A OR B)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.9 Properties of Constraint Operators.

3.2.4 Foci

By combining one constraint from each resource hierarchy, specific parts of the running program are represented. We call this representation a focus.

- **Definition 3.5:** A focus is a selection of resources, one from each resource hierarchy. It represents a constrained part of the program's execution. A focus is active when all of its resources are active (it is the AND of the constraint functions, one constraint function from each resource hierarchy).

An example focus is `</Threads/tid2,/SyncObj/Monitors/mon_1,/Code/foo.class/foo>` from the AP resource hierarchies shown in Figure 3.3. It represents the part of the AP's execution when thread `tid2`, monitor `mon_1`, and method `foo` are active. The part of the execution represented by this focus is occurring when the AND of its corresponding constraint functions is true: `Threads.constrain(tid2) AND SyncObj.constrain(Monitor/mon_1) AND Code.constrain(foo.class/foo).

Constraining a resource hierarchy to its root node is the same as not constraining the hierarchy. For example, the focus `</Process,/Code/main.c>` is active when `/Code/main.c AND
3.3 Representing Performance Data from Interpreted Executions

To describe performance data that measure the interaction between an AP and a VM, we provide a mechanism to selectively constrain performance data to any aspect of the execution of “VM runs AP”. There are two complementary (and occasionally overlapping) ways to do this. One is to create functions that measure specific aspects of performance, and the other is to restrict performance measurement to foci that represent restricted parts of the execution.

3.3.1 Using Foci to Constrain Performance Data

One way to selectively constrain performance data is to associate a performance measure with a focus from “VM runs AP” that describes a constrained part of the execution of the application program by the virtual machine. If the focus contains resources that are constrained on both VM and AP resource hierarchies, then it represents a specific VM-AP interaction. The following is an example from Figure 3.4: </Machine,/Code/main.C/invokeMethod,/Process/pid_1,/SyncObj,/APThreads,/APSyncObject,/APCode/foo.class/foo>, represents the part of the VM’s execution when process pid_1 is executing function invokeMethod in main.C, and is interpreting instructions in method foo of the AP. By combining metrics with this focus, performance data for the specified VM-AP interaction can be described.

3.3.2 Using Metrics to Constrain Performance Data

The second way to selectively constrain performance data is by specifying a metric that measures a particular aspect of performance. For example, CPU utilization, synchronization waiting time, and number of procedure calls are performance metrics.

- Definition 3.6: A metric function, \( f \), is a time-varying function that consists of two parts \( f = [C]T \):
  1. Constraint functions \( [C] \): an expression of constraint functions combined with constraint operators.
  2. Counter or timer function \( T \): a function that counts the frequency or time of program events. Examples include process time, elapsed time and procedure calls.

A metric function’s counter or timer function, \( T \), accumulates value only during those execution time intervals when the metric function’s constraint functions, \([C]\), are true.

Metric functions are created by measuring their timer or counter functions only during the execution time intervals when their constraint functions are active. Some metric functions have null constraints. For example, the following are metric functions with null constraints:

- \( \text{CPU utilization} = [\text{processTime} / \text{sec}] \). Amount of process time per second.
- \( \text{execution time} = [\text{wallTime} / \text{sec}] \). The amount of wall time per second.
More complicated metric functions can be built by combining timer or counter functions with constraints, as in the following examples:

- `io_wait = [Code.constrain(libc.so.1/read) OR Code.constrain(libc.so.1/write)] wallTime/sec.`
  - The amount of time spent reading plus the amount of time spent writing.

- `io_count = [Code.constrain(libc.so.1/read) OR Code.constrain(libc.so.1/write)] count/sec.`
  - The number of times per second that either read or write are executed.

- `func_calls = [Code.constrain(*/*)] count/sec.`
  - The number of functions called per second.

The metric function `func_calls` contains a constraint using asterisk symbols to indicate that the constraint should be applied to all resources at that level in the hierarchy. For example, `Code.constrain(*/*)` means apply the constrain method to all Function resource instances of all Module resource instances; the metric’s count function should be incremented each time a function becomes active in the program execution.

A metric consists of a metric function and a specification of how to apply the metric function to different foci. We will discuss combining metrics with foci in more detail in Section 3.3.4.

3.3.3 Metric Functions for Interpreted Executions

VM-specific metric functions measure activities that are specific to a particular virtual machine. VM-specific metrics are designed to present performance data to an AP developer who may have little or no knowledge of the internal workings of the VM; they encode knowledge of the virtual machine in a representation that is closer to the semantics of the AP language. Thus, an AP developer can measure VM costs associated with the execution of the AP without having to know the details of the implementation of the VM. For an interpreter that fetches and decodes an AP code object on each execution, we could define a metric `timeToFetch` to measure the time to fetch a code object, and a metric `timeToDecode` to measure the time to decode a code object. These are examples of VM-specific metric functions that measure a particular interaction between the AP and the VM (the VM fetching and decoding AP code). The knowledge of the parts of the VM that perform these actions are encoded in the VM-specific metric. In other words, the VM-specific metric function contains constraints on VM resource hierarchies. For example, if the VM routine `fetchCode()` gets the next set of AP instructions to interpret, then `timeToFetch` may be defined as: `[VMCode.constrain(main.C/fetchCode)] cpuTime/sec.

3.3.4 Combining Metrics with Foci from VM runs AP

We represent performance data as a metric–focus pair. A performance metric consist of a metric function and a specification of how to apply the metric to different foci (which constraint functions to apply to each of the resource hierarchies).
• Definition 3.7: A metric is a measure of some aspect of performance of a program execution. It consists of two parts: (1) a metric function, and (2) a specification of how to apply the metric to different foci.

We specify how to apply the metric to different foci by indicating which constraint method to apply to the foci’s resources; we list the name of the resource-specific or situation-specific constraint method from each resource hierarchy. It does not always make sense to apply a metric to any possible focus from the program execution. For example, it does not make sense to associate the `func_calls` metric with a focus constrained to a particular message tag. For the `func_calls` metric, we do not specify a constraint function from the `SyncObj` resource hierarchy. As a result, the specification of how to apply the metric to different foci also indicates on which hierarchies a focus can be constrained. Figure 3.10 shows examples of metric definitions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Metric Function</th>
<th>How to apply to foci</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>func_calls</code></td>
<td><code>[Code.constrain(</code>/`)] count/sec</td>
<td><code>Code.constrain</code> <code>Process.constrain</code> <code>Machine.constrain</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>cpu</code></td>
<td><code>[]processTime/sec</code></td>
<td><code>Code.constrain</code> <code>SyncObj.constrain</code> <code>Process.constrain</code> <code>Machine.constrain</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>cpu_inclusive</code></td>
<td><code>[]processTime/sec</code></td>
<td><code>Code.constrain_inclusive</code> <code>SyncObj.constrain</code> <code>Process.constrain</code> <code>Machine.constrain</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.10  Example Metric Definitions. Metric function plus how to apply the metric to a given focus.

For example, the `io_wait` metric, when combined with a focus refined on the `Code` hierarchy, uses the `Code` class’ `constrain_caller` situation-specific constraint method to attribute the reading and writing time to the function that called `read` or `write`. For the CPU metrics, any focus refined on the `Code` hierarchy will use the `constrain` method to compute CPU exclusive time (`cpu`), and the `constrain_inclusive` method to compute CPU inclusive time (`cpu_inclusive`). Neither CPU metric can be combined with foci constrained on the `SyncObj` hierarchy.

Metrics combined with foci restrict the metric to a specific part of the program execution. The result is the AND of the metric and the focus. For example:

• (CPU, `<Process/pid1, /Code/main.c/foo>`) 
  process time when process `pid1` is executing code in function `foo`:
  ```
  = ([Process.constrain(pid1)] AND
  ```
[Code.constrain(main.c/foo)])
AND [](processTime/sec)

- (io_wait, </Code/main.c/foo>)
  I/O blocking time due to I/O calls from function foo:
  =  Code.constrain(main.c/foo) AND
      ([Code.constrain(libc.so.1/read)
        OR Code.constrain(libc.so.1/write)] wallTime/sec)
  =  ([Code.constrain(main.c/foo) AND
       Code.constrain(libc.so.1/read)]
       OR [Code.constrain_caller(main.c/foo) AND
            Code.constrain(libc.so.1/write)]) (wallTime/sec)

Combining a metric value with a focus from “VM runs AP” constrains performance measurement to a specific event in the execution of the application program by the virtual machine. The following are some examples of performance data represented as metric-focus pairs from “VM runs AP”:


2. (CPUtime, </APCode/foo.class/foo>): Process time spent in AP function foo.

3. (numCycles, </APCode/foo.class/foo>): Number of cycles spent in AP function foo. This type of measurement may be possible for a simulator VM running an AP where the simulator keeps its own representation of time (in this case a cycle count associated with executing AP code), or it may be possible on machines with hardware cycle counters that are accessible to the performance tool.

4. (CPUtime, </VMCode/main.C/invokeMethod, /APCode/foo.class/foo>): Process time spent in the VM function invokeMethod while the VM is interpreting AP function foo. If invokeMethod is called to set up state or to find the target of a call instruction each time a method call instruction is interpreted in method foo code, then this metric-focus combination measures the method call overhead associated with all method calls made by AP function foo.

5. (methodCallTime, </APCode/foo.class/foo>): Same performance measurement as example 4, except it is represented by a VM-specific metric methodCallTime combined with a focus that is refined on only the AP resource hierarchies (this performance data is in terms of an AP-developer's view of the interpreted execution).

Examples 4 and 5 above illustrate how a VM-specific metric function, combined with an AP focus, is equivalent to another metric function combined with a focus containing both AP and VM resources. The methodCallTime metric encodes information about VM function invokeMethod that is used to compute its value. In general, there is a relationship between some metrics and foci; a metric implies part of a focus: methodCallTime = [VMCode.constrain(main.C/invokeMethod)] CPUtime/sec. Computing the methodCallTime metric involves identifying and measuring locations in the VM that perform the activity that the metric is measuring; when methodCallTime is applied to a focus, invokeMethod is an implied part of the focus;
Examples 4 and 5 also demonstrate how the same performance measure can be represented in terms of both the VM developer’s and the AP developer’s view of the execution. Example 5 is performance data that is in a language that an AP developer can understand. Typically, the AP developer has little or no knowledge of the internal structure of the VM. Therefore, the AP developer is not able to specify specific VM-AP interactions by specifying a focus refined on both AP and VM resource hierarchies. Instead, the AP developer combines a VM-specific metric with a focus that is refined on only AP resource hierarchies. The VM-specific metric encodes information about the virtual machine in a form that represents the AP developer’s view of how the AP is executed by the VM.

On the other hand, the VM developer knows the internals of the VM and wants to see platform specific costs associated with constrained parts of VM’s execution characterized in terms of the parts of the AP that it runs. For a VM developer, performance data associated with specific VM-AP interactions is represented as a focus that is constrained on both VM and AP hierarchies combined with a non-VM-specific metric.

3.3.5 Performance Data Associated with Asynchronous Events

There are some types of activities that cannot be easily represented by foci. Foci represent an active state of the interpreted execution. For asynchronous activities like garbage collection and writes, we may want to see performance data associated with this activity and with the part of the program’s execution that triggered this activity. For example, we may want to see the amount of time spent garbage collecting a particular object associated with the function in which the object was freed. Since garbage collection is asynchronous, the function that frees the object is not necessarily active when the object is garbage collected.

We represent performance data that measures asynchronous activities as a special type of metric (an asynchronous metric) associated with a focus. Asynchronous metric functions consist of two parts: one part is a function for setting state when the focus is true, the other part is a function for computing the performance measure when the state is true. For example, the metric function async_GTime, which measures garbage collection time associated with an object and the function that freed the object, consists of the following two parts: (1) when the object goes out of scope in the function, update a state table with the object’s identifier, and the function’s identifier; (2) when an object is garbage collected, if it has a state table entry, then start a timer and stop a timer around its GC activity and assign this cost to the function.

In general, to compute asynchronous metrics some extra state must be kept that specifies which part of the program to attribute an activity. Purify [24] is an example of a debugging tool that does something like this to identify memory access errors at run-time and to associate these with parts of the application code where the memory was accessed, allocated, initialized and/or de-allocated.
3.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we presented a representational model for describing performance data from interpreted executions that can explicitly represent VM-AP interactions, and that is in a form that both the VM and AP developers can understand. Our model allows an AP developer to see inside the VM an understand the fundamental costs associated with the VM's execution of the AP. It also allows a VM developer to characterize the VM's performance in terms of the AP code that it executes. Our model is a guide for what to build into a performance tool for measuring interpreted program executions.
Chapter 4
Paradyn-J: A Performance Tool for Measuring
Interpreted Java Executions

We present Paradyn-J, a performance tool for measuring interpreted Java executions. Paradyn-J is a proof-of-concept implementation of our model for representing performance data that describes interactions between the VM and the AP. We discuss Paradyn-J's implementation, and demonstrate how performance data from Paradyn-J can answer questions about the Java application's and the Java virtual machine's execution. We present results from a performance tuning study of a Java application program; using performance data from Paradyn-J, we tune a Java application and improve its performance by more than a factor of 1.5. In Chapter 7 we discuss alternative ways in which a Java profiling tool based on our model can be implemented.

4.1 Paradyn-J’s Implementation

Paradyn-J is an extension of the Paradyn Parallel Performance Tools [47] for measuring interpreted Java executions. Paradyn-J is implemented for versions 1.0.2 and 1.1.6 of Sun Microsystems's JDK running on SPARC-Solaris platforms.

We first discuss those parts of the Java VM with which our tool must interact to measure interpreted Java executions. We then discuss Paradyn-J's implementation. In particular, we discuss how Paradyn-J discovers AP program resources, how Paradyn-J instruments Java AP byte-codes and Java VM native code to collect performance data that measure specific VM-AP interactions, and how Paradyn-J provides performance data in terms of both the VM developer's and the AP developer's view of the interpreted execution.

4.1.1 The Java Virtual Machine

We briefly discuss the Java virtual machine and how it executes Java application byte-codes. The Java Virtual Machine [41] is an abstract stack-based processor architecture. A Java program
is written in the Java object-oriented programming language. A Java program consists of some number of classes. Each class is compiled into its own .class file by the Java compiler. A class' method functions are compiled into byte-code instructions. The byte-code instructions are the Java virtual machine's instruction set; Java byte-codes can run on any platform that has a Java VM implementation.

The Java VM starts execution by invoking the main routine of the Java application class. To execute main, the VM loads the .class file containing main, verifies that the .class file is well-formed, and initializes the class (initializing the superclass of the class first). The VM delays binding each symbolic reference (i.e. method call target) from the class until the initial time each reference is executed. By delaying binding, the VM only incurs loading, verification, and initialization costs for classes that are necessary to a particular execution of the program. As a result, Java application class files can be loaded at any point in the interpreted execution.

The VM divides memory into three parts: the object memory, the execution stack, and the class code and constantpool. The class code and constantpool part contains the application's method byte-codes and the per-class constantpools. A class' constantpool is like its symbol table. The object memory is used to store dynamic objects in the program execution (object instances, local variables, method arguments, and method operand stacks); associated with each method is an operand stack, and the executing byte-code instructions push and pop operand values from this stack. The final area of memory is the execution stack. There is one execution stack for each active thread; the execution stack consists of a number of frames. Each time a method is called a new stack frame is created to hold the state of the executing method. When a method call returns, its frame is popped off the stack and execution continues in the calling frame.

The virtual machine contains four registers used to hold the current state of the machine; PC points to the next byte-code instruction to execute, Frame points to the current stack frame, opTop points to the top of the executing method's operand stack, and Vars points to the method's local variables. At any point in the execution, the Java VM is executing code from a single method\textsuperscript{1}. The registers and stack frame are used to locate all state necessary to execute the method's byte codes. When a method call byte-code instruction is executed, the VM creates a new execution stack frame for the method, and allocates space in Object Memory for the method's operand stack, arguments, and local variables. Figure 4.1 shows the three areas of memory in the virtual machine.

Paradyn-J interacts with the Java VM routines that load Java application .class files, and accesses the VM's internal data structures that store AP method byte-codes, AP class constant-

\textsuperscript{1} For version 1.1.6 of JDK using Solaris threads and running on a multi-processor, it is possible that more than one thread is running at one time. In this case, the Frame register points to a list of execution stacks. Each element in the list contains an execution stack for one of the currently running threads.
Figure 4.1 Memory Areas of the Java Virtual Machine. There are three main areas the class constant pools, the execution stack, and object memory. The VM also has four registers to define the current state of the system. The currently executing method is in the stack frame indicated by the Frame register.

pools, execution stack frames, VM registers, and application's operand stacks to instrument Java AP byte-codes

4.1.2 Parsing Java .class Files and Method Byte-codes

New class files can be loaded by the Java VM at any point in the Java execution. Classes and their methods are program resources that Paradyn-J needs to discover and possibly measure; Paradyn-J must be able to discover new code resources whenever the VM loads an AP class file. To do this, instrumentation code is added to the Java VM routines that perform class file loading. When a class file is loaded by the VM, instrumentation code is executed that passes Paradyn-J the information necessary to locate the loaded class.

Part of class file loading includes the VM transforming the class into an expanded form that is easier to execute. We delay parsing the class and its method byte-codes until after the class has been transformed by the VM. We instrument the functions in the VM that perform these transformations to find the location of the transformed method byte-codes. We then parse the transformed byte-codes and create method resources for the class, and we find the method's instrumentation points (the method's entry, exit, and call sites). At this point, instrumentation requests can be
made for the class’ methods. Measurement of the loading time is initiated before the class’ resources are created.

4.1.3 Dynamic Instrumentation for VM Code

Paradyn-J uses Paradyn’s dynamic instrumentation [27] to insert and delete instrumentation code into Java virtual machine code at any point in the interpreted execution. Paradyn’s method for instrumenting functions is to allocate heap space in the application process, generate instrumentation code in the heap, insert a branch instruction from the instrumented function to the instrumentation code, and relocate the function’s instructions that were replaced by the branch to the instrumentation code in the heap. The relocated instructions can be executed before or after the instrumentation code. When the instrumented function is executed it will branch to the instrumentation code, execute the instrumentation code before and/or after executing the function’s relocated instruction(s), and then branch back to the function.

Because the SPARC instruction set has instructions to save and restore stack frames, the instrumentation code and the relocated instructions can execute in their own stack frames and using their own register window. This way instrumentation code will not destroy the values in the function’s stack frame or registers. Figure 4.2 shows an example of dynamically instrumenting a VM function.

![Dynamic Instrumentation for Java VM code](image)

**Figure 4.2  Dynamic Instrumentation for Java VM code.** In this example VM function `invokeMethod` is instrumented. An instruction in `invokeMethod` is replaced with a branch instruction that jumps to the instrumentation code in the heap, and the overwritten `invokeMethod` instruction is relocated to the instrumentation code.

4.1.4 Transformational Instrumentation for AP Code

We use an instrumentation technique called *Transformational Instrumentation* to dynamically instrument Java application byte-codes. Our technique solves two problems associated with instrumenting Java byte-codes at run-time. One problem is that there are no Java Class Library methods or JDK API’s (prior to release 1.2) for obtaining CPU time for AP processes or threads. As a result, Paradyn-J must use some native code to obtain CPU time measures for instrumented
byte-codes. The second problem is that our byte-code instrumentation needs operand stack space, and argument and local variable space to execute. For every AP method on the call stack, the VM creates an execution stack frame, an operand stack, and argument and local variable space for executing the method's byte-code instructions; our instrumentation byte-codes also need this space to execute.

There are two ways to obtain extra execution space for our byte-code instrumentation. The first way is to allocate extra space on the instrumented method's operand stack and allocate extra argument and local variable space for the instrumentation code. When the VM executes the instrumentation code, the instrumentation instructions will execute in the method's stack frame using this extra allocated space. The second way is to insert a method call byte-code instruction to jump to byte-code instrumentation; the call will create a new execution stack frame, operand stack, and argument and local variable space for the instrumentation byte-codes.

If we use the first approach, and execute instrumentation byte-codes within the method's stack frame, then we must increase each method's maximum stack size, argument size, and local variable size when its .class file is loaded by the VM. We also need to change the class' constant pool at load time to add entries to point to methods that our instrumentation code may call (method call byte-code instructions are resolved using constant pool entries). Changes to a method's operand stack, argument and local variable sizes must be done at the time the .class file is loaded. The load-time changes are necessary because at instrumentation time (when the VM is paused at any point in its execution to insert byte-code instrumentation), the VM may be updating the AP's current execution state. As a result, values used to represent AP's execution state may be in VM local variables on the stack or in machine registers; we cannot safely change any of AP's execution state at instrumentation time, because our changes may be overwritten by VM routines. Instead, every AP method's maximum stack size, argument size, local variable size, has to be modified when the .class file is loaded by the VM; an estimate of the maximum amount of space used by byte-code instrumentation must be added to these sizes. For similar reasons, we cannot modify the class' constant pool at instrumentation time. Therefore, entries for all possible methods called by instrumentation code must be added to the constant pool when the .class file is loaded. In most cases, many of the constant pool entries, and much of the extra space allocated on the operand stack and argument and local variable space will go unused, resulting in increased garbage collection and Java heap allocation for unused space.

The second approach to safely executing instrumentation code is to use a call instruction to jump to instrumentation code. When the VM interprets a call instruction, it creates a new execution context for the called method, so instrumentation code will execute in its own stack frame with its own operand stack. There are two problems with this approach. First, method instructions that are overwritten with calls to instrumentation code cannot be relocated to the instrumentation code in the heap; in the instrumentation code there is no way to restore the method's execution context that is necessary to execute the relocated byte-code instructions. Second, inter-
preventing method call instructions is expensive. We solve the first problem by relocating the entire method to the heap with extra space for inserting the method call instructions that call instrumentation code. However, the second problem is unavoidable since method call instructions are already necessary for obtaining CPU measures from native code.

In Parodyn-J we use the second approach. We call our technique of relocating methods when first instrumented, and instrumenting byte-codes with native code is called Transformational Instrumentation. Transformational Instrumentation works as follows (illustrated in Figure 4.3): the first time an instrumentation request is made for a method, relocate the method to the heap and expand its size by adding nop byte-code instructions around each instrumentation point. When a branch to instrumentation code is inserted in the method, it replaces the nop instructions; no method byte-codes are overwritten and, as a result, all method byte-codes are executed using their own operand stack and stack frame. The first bytes in the original method are overwritten with a goto_w byte-code instruction that branches to the relocated method. SPARC instrumentation code is generated in the heap, and method call byte-code instructions are inserted at the instrumentation points (the nop byte-code instructions) to jump to the SPARC instrumentation code.

![Figure 4.3](image)

**Figure 4.3 Transformational Instrumentation for Java application byte-codes.** The darker colored boxes represent pre-instrumented Java VM data structures, the lighter colored boxes are added to instrument a Java Method.

The VM will create a new execution stack frame and operand stack for the instrumentation code, if the jump to the instrumentation code is made by a method call byte-code instruction; all branches to instrumentation code are calls to the static method `do_baseTramp(int id)` that
executes the instrumentation code. The \textit{id} argument is used to indicate from which instrumentation point it was called. To call \texttt{do\_baseTramp} we insert one byte-code instruction to push the \textit{id} operand on the operand stack and one byte-code instruction to call the method. Also, since method calls are resolved using the calling class’ constantpool, the class’ constantpool must be modified to add entries that provide information about \texttt{do\_baseTramp}. A class’ constantpool only has to be modified once (when the class file is loaded), and only has to be modified with entries to resolve one method call (the call to \texttt{do\_baseTramp}). Finally, the state of the virtual machine (its execution stacks, and register values) must be checked to see if it is safe to insert these changes. If it is not safe, the changes must be delayed until some point in the execution when it is safe to insert these changes. To implement delayed instrumentation, special instrumentation code is inserted in a method that is lower in the execution stack and that is at a point where Paradyn-J determines that it will be safe to insert the instrumentation. When this special instrumentation is executed it notifies Paradyn-J that it should attempt to insert any delayed instrumentation code.

We re-use much of Paradyn’s code generation facilities for generating SPARC instrumentation code to generate instrumentation code for Java AP methods. SPARC instrumentation code can be used to instrument Java byte-codes if we define \texttt{do\_baseTramp} to be a native method. Java’s native method facility is a mechanism through which routines written in C or C++ can be called by Java byte-codes. The C code for \texttt{do\_baseTramp} is compiled into a shared library, and a Java \texttt{BaseTramp} class is created that declares \texttt{do\_baseTramp} to be a static native method function. When this class is compiled, the Java compiler generates byte-code stub procedures for the native method that can be called by other byte-code to trigger the VM to load and execute the native code in the shared library.

The C implementation of the \texttt{do\_baseTramp} routine contains a vector of function pointers that call SPARC instrumentation code. The \textit{id} argument is an index into the vector to call the instrumentation code. The \texttt{do\_baseTramp} method will return to the calling method via the native method interface.

To get the Java VM to execute the \texttt{do\_baseTramp} method, first Paradyn-J has to get the VM to load the \texttt{BaseTramp} class file. One way to do this is to add instrumentation to the VM that will call its load routines to explicitly load the \texttt{BaseTramp} class. Another alternative is to find the main method and, before it is executed, instrument it to include a call to a \texttt{BaseTramp} method function. This will trigger the VM to load the \texttt{BaseTramp} class at the point when the function is called. The first option is better because Paradyn-J has control over when the \texttt{BaseTramp} class has been loaded and, as a result, knows when byte-code instrumentation can be inserted. In our current implementation, we get the application to load the \texttt{BaseTramp} class by modifying the application’s source code; a call to a \texttt{BaseTramp} method is added to the application’s main method. As a result, we have to re-compile one AP class (the source file that contains the method \texttt{main}). Paradyn-J can be implemented to get rid of this extra compiling step; the current version is a simplification for our prototype implementation.
Instrumentation type tags associated with AP and VM resources are used to determine if generated SPARC instrumentation code should be inserted into Java method byte-codes using Transformational Instrumentation or should be inserted into Java VM code using Dynamic Instrumentation. The tag types may also be required to generate different instrumentation code. For example, return values for SPARC routines are stored in a register, while return values for Java methods are pushed onto the method’s operand stack. Instrumentation code that gets the return value from a Java method will differ from instrumentation code that gets the return value from a SPARC function. In this case, the type tag can be used to generate the correct code.

### 4.1.5 Java Interpreter-Specific Metrics

We have created several VM-specific metrics that measure aspects of the Java VM’s execution of the Java application (Figure 4.4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Java Specific Metric</th>
<th>What it measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>loadTime</td>
<td>Amount of wall clock time to load a Java .class file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCTime</td>
<td>Amount of time the VM spends garbage collecting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obj_create</td>
<td>Amount of time due to VM handling object creates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MethodCall_CS</td>
<td>Amount of CPU time due to context switching on a method call</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.4 Java Interpreter Specific Metrics.**

The `loadTime` metric is an example of a metric that needs to be measured for a particular Java application class before there are any resources created for the class; `loadTime` measures VM costs associated with Java application class file loading, and we do not parse and create resources for this class until after the class has been loaded by the VM. To obtain this measure, we instrument the VM routines that handle loading the Java application .class files, and transforming them from .class file format to expanded versions of the class that are stored in internal VM data structures. At the exit point of the VM loading routine, we collect the performance values and store them with the new resources that we create for this class. When a user makes a performance data query for `loadTime` associated with an AP class resource, we do not insert any instrumentation to collect the metric’s value; instead, we just fetch the value that we already collected and stored with the AP class resource when it was loaded by the VM. When a user makes a performance query for the other metrics, Paradyn-J inserts instrumentation code into the AP and VM to collect the requested performance data.

### 4.1.6 Modifying the Performance Consultant to Search for Java Bottlenecks

One of Paradyn’s main technologies is an automated performance bottleneck searcher, called the Performance Consultant. The Performance Consultant starts out searching for high level per-
Performance bottlenecks by testing hypotheses based on performance data values. It refines hypotheses that test true to more specific explanations for the bottleneck and to more constrained parts of the executing program. The Performance Consultant searches for bottlenecks in three main categories: I/O, synchronization, and CPU. For traditional binary executions this is sufficient, however, for Java executions there is another important class of bottlenecks that should be added to the search: Java VM bottlenecks. One reason why a Java application's execution may be slow is because the AP triggers certain activities in the VM that are expensive. Two such activities, which we discovered from our performance measurement tests, are VM method call and VM object creation overhead. These activities occur whenever the VM interprets method call byte-code instructions and object creation instructions in the Java application. We modified the Performance consultant to search for VM method call overhead and VM object creation overhead if the high-level CPU bound hypothesis tests true for the application. With this modification, an AP developer can use the Performance Consultant to automatically search for VM-specific performance bottlenecks in the Java application program.

![Performance Consultant search showing VM-specific bottlenecks in a neural network Java application](image)

**Figure 4.5 Performance Consultant search showing VM-specific bottlenecks in a neural network Java application.** Starting from the root node, the figure shows a bottleneck search that tested true for CPUbound (as indicated by a dark node), and a refinement of the search to test for the VM-specific bottleneck (MethodCallOverhead), and a further refinement of VM method call overhead to specific AP methods. The search also was able to account for portions of the CPU bottleneck in the Weight and VectorEnumerator classes. The white nodes represent untested hypotheses.

An example of a Performance Consultant search for Java bottlenecks is shown in Figure 4.5. The figure shows a search history graph representing the Performance Consultants bottleneck search. From the root node the Performance Consultant first found that the interpreted execution was CPU bound (indicated by the darker shaded node labeled “CPUbound”). Next, the Performance Consultant tried to refine the search to particular VM-specific overhead that account for
part of the CPU time. In this case VM method call overhead account for a significant part of the CPU time. Finally, the Performance Consultant was able to account for a significant portion of the method call overhead due to two AP method functions `lookupWeight` and `calculateHiddenLayer` of the `ArtificialNeuralNetworkLearner` class. The search history graph also shows that the Performance Consultant was also able to isolate significant portions of the CPU time to individual AP classes and methods (the `VectorEnumerator` and `Weight` classes).

### 4.2 Transformational Instrumentation Costs

We analyzed instrumentation overhead associated with Parodyn-J’s Transformational Instrumentation. Results of our measurements show that the generation and insertion of Java byte-code instrumentation at run time is comparable to Parodyn’s dynamic instrumentation. However, application perturbation due to executing Java byte-code instrumentation can be high.

Figure 4.6 shows timing measurements of Parodyn-J’s handling of an instrumentation request from a user. The measures were taken from Parodyn-J’s implementation for version 1.1.6 of JDK running on an UltraSparc 30 running Solaris 2.6. The figure shows the costs of instrumenting the metric `procedureCalls` for a medium-sized method (Device.start). Parodyn-J will relocate `Device.start` to the heap with holes, generating and inserting SPARC instrumentation, and inserting a method call byte-code instruction at the entry point of the relocated method that jumps to `do_baseTramp`. If this is the first instrumentation request for a method in the `Device` class, then the class’ constantpool is also modified with entries which resolve the method byte-code instruction that calls `do_baseTramp`. The `Device.start` method has 100 byte-code instructions, is 142 total bytes, and has 17 method call instructions requiring 36 holes when it is relocated to the heap (one at the method’s entry and exit, and one before and after each call instruction). The time to parse the metric-focus pair and to create an intermediate form (called an AST node) that will be used to generate SPARC instrumentation code, is a cost that is present in Parodyn’s Dynamic Instrumentation\(^1\). The other costs are unique to Transformational Instrumentation. The timing measures show that Transformational instrumentation adds a relatively small amount of overhead to the costs already present in Parodyn’s Dynamic Instrumentation.

Figure 4.7 shows timing measurements of Transformational Instrumentation’s perturbation: the amount of time spent executing instrumentation code in an instrumented AP byte-code method. The timing measures show the time Parodyn-J spends in instrumentation code for: (1) the VM to interpret the method call instruction that jumps to the SPARC instrumentation\(^2\), and (2) SPARC instrumentation (including the time spent in the native method `do_baseTramp`). The costs were measured for both counter and timer instrumentation. Executing timer instrumenta-

---

1. 70% of the 67.5 ms, is due to a routine that creates lists of meta-data used to create the AST node, the other 30% is due to parsing the metric-focus pair, creating the AST node, and allocating counters and timers in a shared memory segment

2. The costs include the time spent in the method call instruction that jumps to the SPARC instrumentation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time to relocate Device.start to the heap with holes</td>
<td>9.4 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to generate and insert instrumentation at one of method’s instrumentation point (including generating and inserting byte-code call to do_baseTramp, and code in do_baseTramp to jump to base tramp and mini tramp instrumentation)</td>
<td>1.6 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to add do_baseTramp entries to the Device class’ constantpool</td>
<td>1.5 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to parse metric/focus pair and create an intermediate form (an AST node)</td>
<td>67.5 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time to handle an instrumentation request</td>
<td>84.1 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.6** Timing measures for a Transformational Instrumentation request. The instrumentation request is for the metric procedure Calls for a medium sized method function Device.start. The time to parse the metric/focus pair and create the AST node is a cost that is present in Paradyms’s dynamic instrumentation. The other costs are unique to Transformational Instrumentation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time for VM to interpret a call to and return from an empty static native method with one integer parameter (the cost just to call to and return from do_baseTramp(int i))</td>
<td>3.6 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time spent in our instrumentation routine (do_baseTramp(int i)) including SPARC instrumentation code with one timer read</td>
<td>7.6 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Time spent executing instrumentation with one timer mini-tramp</td>
<td>11.2 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time for VM to interpret just the call to and return from do_baseTramp(int i)</td>
<td>3.6 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time spent in our instrumentation routine (do_baseTramp(int i)) including SPARC instrumentation code with one counter read</td>
<td>2.6 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Time spent executing instrumentation with one counter mini-tramp</td>
<td>6.2 µs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.7** Timing measures of Transformational Instrumentation perturbation. The number of seconds spent in our instrumentation code at each instrumentation point, and a break down of this time into the time for the VM to interpret the method call instruction that jumps to the SPARC instrumentation, and the amount of time spent in the SPARC instrumentation (the time spent in the native method do_baseTramp including base tramp and mini tramp code).

The interpretation code is more expensive than executing counter code (7.6 µs vs. 2.6 µs), because timer instrumentation makes a system call to obtain process time. The results show that the VM’s interpretation of the method call instruction to do_baseTramp accounts for 58% of the cost of executing counter instrumentation code (3.6 µs of 6.2 total µs), and accounts for 32% of the instrumentation’s execution time for timer instrumentation (3.6 µs of 11.2 total µs). The interpreted call instruction from an instrumentation point to the SPARC instrumentation code is an expensive part of Transformational Instrumentation.

2. The measures include only the execution of Sun’s quick version of the method call instruction; the first time the call instruction is interpreted the VM replaces regular call instruction with their quick version and modifies the class’ constantpool entries to point to the target method (this may trigger class file loading). We do not include these extra costs in our timings.
Figure 4.8 Performance Data showing part of transformational instrumentation perturbation.

The time histogram show the amount of time spent in most of our instrumentation code (excluding just the time for the VM to interpret the method call instruction to jump to our instrumentation) to measure CPU time for method Device.isBusy. This shows that approximately 1/4 of the method's execution time is spent executing instrumentation code (1/2 of the 0.04 seconds per second of execution time is included in the measure of CPU time for Device.isBusy). Device.isBusy has two instrumentation points for its 3 original byte-code instructions.

Finally, in Figure 4.8 we show performance data collected by Paradyn-J that measure part of Paradyn-J's instrumentation perturbation costs. In this example we show the amount of time spent in our instrumentation routine do_BaseTramp versus the amount of CPU time the instrumentation measures for a method (the time spent in do_BaseTramp accounts for most of the overhead of Transformational Instrumentation). These measures provide only a rough idea of how much our instrumentation perturbs the performance data computed by the instrumentation because we are using instrumentation to measure the perturbation. As a result, about one half of the time spent in the instrumentation code will be included in the performance measure. We picked a small simple method to exacerbate the instrumentation perturbation. In general, the amount of perturbation varies depending on the frequency of execution of the method's instructions that are instrumented; for methods with a few simple byte-code instructions, instrumentation code execution will dominate the method's execution time and, as a result, perturb the performance measures more. One place where this can cause a problem is in the Performance Consultant's bottleneck search. Here a large amount of perturbation can result in method functions incorrectly testing true for a particular bottleneck.

4.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of Transformational Instrumentation

The advantages of Transformational Instrumentation are that unmodified Java AP byte-
codes can be instrumented, it does not require a special version of the Java VM to obtain measurements of AP byte-codes, and instrumentation code can be inserted or deleted from AP byte-codes at any point in the interpreted execution. The disadvantages of Transformational Instrumentation are that it requires a non-trivial effort to port to new virtual machines, and that it is expensive to execute because of the interpreted method call used to jump to instrumentation code. Only with changes to the Java instruction set and JDK interfaces for obtaining AP CPU times, can fast byte-code instrumentation be implemented.

One nice feature of Transformational Instrumentation is that it allows Paradyn-J to wait until run-time to instrument Java byte-codes, thus requiring no changes to Java .class files or source code. As a result, Paradyn-J can measure Java Class Library code just like any other Java application code. Also, because we wait until run-time to instrument the Java VM, we did not have to build a special version of the VM to obtain AP performance measures. Because instrumentation code can be added or removed from byte-codes at any point in the execution, run-time perturbation can be controlled by only inserting instrumentation to collect the performance data that the tool user requested.

One disadvantage of our instrumentation approach is that porting Paradyn-J to a new VM is complicated by instrumenting byte-codes and modifying class constantpools after they have been loaded into VM data structures. Since these data structures differ between VM implementations, Transformational Instrumentation is non-trivial to port to a new virtual machine (in Chapter 7 we discuss porting issues associated with Paradyn-J in more detail).

The biggest disadvantage of our instrumentation technique is that it is expensive to execute, and can result in large perturbations of a method's execution. It is expensive to execute because of the interpreted method call that jumps to the SPARC instrumentation code.

Ideally, we would like to use all byte-code instrumentation to instrument Java AP byte-codes. However, the only way to inexpensively instrument Java byte-codes with all byte-code instrumentation is if changes to the Java instruction set are made to add instructions to explicitly create and restore execution stack frames and method operand stacks, and if JDK provided fast access for obtaining per AP thread CPU times. With new Java instructions to create a new operand stack and create and restore an execution stack frame, we would no longer need to add nop holes around instrumentation points in an AP method; we could safely overwrite method byte-code instructions with jumps to our instrumentation code and relocate the overwritten byte-code instructions to the instrumentation code in the heap. Byte-code instructions to create a new operand stack and execution stack frame could be added at the beginning of our instrumentation code, thus eliminating the need to use an expensive method call instruction to jump to byte-code instrumentation. Also, by inserting instructions to restore the method's execution stack frame before the relocated method instructions are executed, the method's relocated instructions can correctly execute using the method's operand stack and within its own stack frame. As a result, we would
no longer need relocate a method to the heap with *nop* holes around its instrumentation points. Thus, performance of executing byte-code instrumentation would be further improved by getting rid of the `goto_w` instruction that jumps from the old method to the version of the method with `nop` holes.

Not until the Java 2 Platform release has there been a way to obtain thread-level CPU times (via the JVMP/ interface [62]). However, the CPU times are provided by JVMP/ only on method entry and exit. As a result, the amount of time spent in a method by a particular thread can be correctly computed only when the thread exits the method, which does not fit with our model of sampling a thread's timer to obtain performance data during the thread's execution of the method. Also, as we discuss in Chapter 7, obtaining CPU measures through JVMP/ can be costly and JVMP/ does not provide enough functionality to completely implement our model. With the current state of JDK, we can trade-off the portability of the JVMP/ interface against the generality of our measurement techniques.

### 4.4 Performance Tuning Study of an Interpreted Java Application

We used performance data from Paradyn-J to determine how to tune the application to make it run faster. In this study, we are using Paradyn-J for JDK version 1.0.2 running on a UltraSparc-Solaris2.6 platform. The application consists of eleven Java classes and approximately 1200 lines of Java code. Figure 4.9 shows the resource hierarchies from the interpreted execution, including the separate AP and VM code hierarchies (*APCode* and *Code*).

![Figure 4.9 Resource hierarchies from interpreted Java execution.](image)

We took the view of the Java application developer to show how to use Paradyn-J to improve the performance of an interpreted application. We first tried to get an idea of the high-level performance characteristics. A program's execution can be characterized by four basic costs, I/O time, synchronization time, memory access time\(^1\), and CPU time. Since the application is single

---

1. Currently, the production Solaris version of Paradyn does not include metrics for memory profiling, and we did not add memory profiling metrics for Paradyn-J's implementation. However, for systems that provide user level access for obtaining memory hierarchy activity, new memory profiling metrics can be easily added to Paradyn and Paradyn-J via Paradyn's Metric Description Language [28].
threaded, we know there is no synchronization waiting time in its execution. Figure 4.10 is a time plot visualization showing the fraction of time the application spends on I/O and CPU. The top curve is the fraction of CPU time per second execution time (about 98%) plotted over the interpreted execution. The bottom curve is the fraction of I/O blocking time per second execution time (about 2% of the total execution time)\(^1\).

![Time Histogram Display](image)

**Figure 4.10** High-level performance characteristics of the interpreted Java program. The interpreted execution can be dominated by I/O, synchronization or CPU times. In this case the execution is CPU bound.

We next tried to account for the part of the CPU time due to specific VM costs associated with the Java interpreter's execution of the Java application. In some of our initial tests of Paradyn-J, we measured different VM functions; as a result, we discovered that the VM's handling of method calls and object creates are expensive activities, so we want to account for part of the CPU time in terms of these two VM activities. To measure these VM costs, we used two VM-specific metrics: **MethodCall_CS** measures the time for the Java VM to handle a method call, and **obj_create** measures the time for the Java VM to create a new object. Both are a result of the VM interpreting specific byte-code instructions in the AP (method call and object creation instructions). We measured these values for the Whole Program focus (no constraints), and we found that a large portion (35%) of the total CPU time is spent handling method calls and object creates (Figure 4.11).

Figure 4.11 suggests that we might improve the interpreted execution by reducing the VM method call and object creation overhead. Since we are tuning the AP and not the VM in this

---

1. Exact numerical values were obtained from a tabular display of the same performance data.
study, we modified the AP program to remove some method calls and object creates from its execution.

We first tried to reduce the method call time by in-lining some method functions in the AP. To allow our tuning efforts to have the largest effect on the program’s execution, we should focus our tuning efforts on those parts of the AP in which we are spending the most time. Figure 4.12 is a table visualization showing the AP methods that are accounting for the largest fraction of CPU time. The first column of the table lists constrained parts of the Java application (individual methods and classes), and the second column lists a metric (fraction of CPU time) associated with each method or class. The Sim and Device classes account for the largest fraction of CPU time: 30% and 12% respectively.

Figure 4.13 shows CPU and VM method call times. The time plot visualization shows the fraction of CPU time spent in the Sim class (30%), the fraction of CPU time due to VM method call overhead (20%), and the interaction between the two: the fraction of VM method call overhead due to the VM interpreting method call instructions in Sim class byte-codes (5% of the total execution or about 20% of the Sim class’s execution).

At this point, we know how to tune the AP program (remove some method calls), and where to perform the tuning (methods in the Sim and Device class). However, we still do not know which method calls to in-line in Sim and Device method functions. Figure 4.14 helps the us answer the question of which methods to in-line; it shows the method functions that are called...
Figure 4.12  The fraction of CPU time spent in different AP methods. The first column of the table lists constrained parts of the Java application, and the second column is the fraction of CPU time spent in each method. The table is sorted bottom-up (30% of the time we are executing methods in the Sim class).

Figure 4.13  VM method call overhead associated with the Sim.class. The time plot shows the fraction of CPU time spent interpreting Sim class byte-codes (top curve), the fraction of CPU time the VM spends handling method calls (middle curve), and the fraction of CPU time the VM spends handling method calls due to interpreting method call byte-code instructions in the Sim class (bottom curve).

most frequently. If we in-line calls to these methods, then we will remove a large number of method calls in the program execution and, as a result, we will reduce the largest amount of VM method call overhead.
Figure 4.14 Performance Data showing which methods are called most frequently. Device.isBusy and Device.nextInterrupt are called most frequently and account for almost all of the 7,487 calls/second to methods in the Device class.

Figure 4.14 shows us that the nextInterrupt and isBusy methods of the Device class are being called most frequently. By examining the code we found that the Sim.now method was also called frequently (this is a method that we cannot currently instrument with Paradyn-J because it is too small). These three methods are all small, they all return the value of a private data member, and they are all called frequently, thus they are good candidates for in-lining. After changing the AP code to in-line calls to these three methods, we were able to reduce the total number of method calls by 36% and the total execution time by 12% (second row in Table 4.15).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization</th>
<th>Number of Method Calls</th>
<th>Number of Object Creates</th>
<th>Total Execution Time (in seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original Version</td>
<td>44,561,130</td>
<td>1,484,430</td>
<td>286.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method in-lining</td>
<td>28,382,051 (-36%)</td>
<td>1,484,430</td>
<td>253.75 (-12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fewer Obj. Creates</td>
<td>35,531,280 (-20%)</td>
<td>53,682 (-96%)</td>
<td>201.71 (-30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both Changes</td>
<td>19,352,201 (-57%)</td>
<td>53,682</td>
<td>170.61 (-41%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.15 Performance results from different versions of the application.

We next tried to reduce the number of VM object creates by finding the AP methods where most of the objects are created. Figure 4.16 shows performance data associated with parts of the Java application program (individual methods and classes). The table shows the AP methods that are creating the most objects. The metric num_obj_create measures the number of objects created per second in each method and class. We can see from this data that most objects are created in the Job, Device and Sim class methods. Of these, the Job.toString, the Device.stop and the Device.start methods create the most objects.
The data in Figure 4.16 tell us from which AP methods object creates should be removed. However, we still do not know which object creates we should try to remove; we need to know which kind of objects are created most frequently. Figure 4.17 shows the types of objects that are being created most frequently in the execution. The table shows the number of calls per second to constructors of the String, StringBuffer, and Job classes. The performance data in Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17 tell us to look for places in the Job.toString, the Device.stop and the Device.start where String and StringBuffer object creates can be removed.

On examining code in the Device.start and Device.stop methods, we were able to reduce the number of StringBuffer and String objects created by removing strings that were created but never used, and by creating static data members for parts of strings that were recreated multiple times. By modifying the original Java application program in this way, we are able to reduce the total execution time by 30% (third row in Figure 4.15). A version of the application modified by removing both method calls and object creates results in a reduction of total execution time by 41%.

In this example, Paradyń-J provided performance data that is difficult to obtain with other performance tools (performance data that describe expensive interactions between the Java VM and the Java application). Paradyń-J presents performance data describing specific VM-AP interactions, such as VM method call overhead associated with the VM interpreting call instructions in Sim class methods. With this data, we were easily able to determine what changes to make to the Java application and improve its performance by a factor of 1.5.

We took the view of the AP developer using performance data from Paradyń-J; Paradyń-J's performance data helped us to tune the Java AP by modifying the AP to reduce the number of method calls and object creates in its execution. Performance data from Paradyń-J also is useful
to the Java VM developer. Performance data that show that interpreting object creation code and interpreting method call instructions in the AP is expensive, tell the VM developer to focus on tuning the VM routines responsible for handling method calls and object creates to try to reduce these costs. Also, performance data from Paradyn-J that associates the time spent in VM method call and object creation routines with specific AP code, will help an VM developer focus in on certain types of method calls or object creates that are more expensive than others and, as a result, possibly modify the VM routines to handle these special cases better.

### 4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented Paradyn-J, a prototype performance tool for measuring interpreted Java executions. Paradyn-J is an implementation of our model for describing performance data from interpreted executions. In a performance tuning study of a Java application program, we demonstrated that the type of performance data that can easily be described by performance tools based on our model, allows a program developer to answer questions about how to tune the AP to improve its performance when run on a specific VM. For example, we showed how performance data describing specific VM-AP interactions such as VM method call overhead in the Sim class of the Java application, lead us to determine how to tune the program (by in-lining some method calls), and where to focus our tuning efforts (in-lining method calls in the Sim and Device classes of the Java application).
Chapter 5

Motivational Example

In an interpreted execution, there are many interactions between the VM and the AP; it is apparent that performance data from interpreted executions that represent VM costs associated with an AP's execution is useful to a program developer. We know that profiling dynamically compiled native code is useful (as is profiling any native code); however, for dynamically compiled executions it is not as obvious that performance data that describe specific interactions between a VM and AP code is necessary.

We present results from a performance study comparing a dynamically compiled execution to an all-interpreted execution of three Java application kernels. The results of this study motivate the need for a performance tool for dynamically compiled Java executions. We demonstrate that performance data that describe specific VM costs associated with a method that is compiled at run-time is critical to understanding the method’s performance.

5.1 Performance Measurement Study

We compare total execution times of dynamically compiled and all-interpreted executions of three Java applications. We examine three cases where we suspect that the performance of dynamic compilation and subsequent direct execution of a native form of a method might be the same as, or worse than, simply interpreting a byte-code version of the method: (1) methods whose native code interacts frequently with the VM, (2) methods whose execution time is not dominated by executing method code (e.g., I/O intensive methods), and (3) small methods with simple byte-code instructions.

The performance of a dynamically compiled Java method can be represented as the sum of the time to interpret the byte-code form, the time to compile the byte-code to native code, and the time to execute the native form of the method:

\[ a \times \text{Interp} + \text{Compile} + b \times \text{NativeEx} \] (where \( a + b = n \) is the number of times the method is executed). We examine three cases where we suspect that the cost of interpreting a method is
less than the cost of dynamically compiling it: where
\((n \times \text{Interp}) < (a \times \text{Interp} + b \times \text{NativeEx})\). We implemented three Java application kernels to test these cases. Each kernel consists of a main loop method that makes calls to methods implementing one of the three cases. We ran each application for varying numbers of iterations under Sun’s ExactVM, which is part of the Java 2 Platform release of JDK [63], and compared executions with dynamic compiling disabled to executions that used dynamic compiling. ExactVM uses a count based heuristic to determine when to compile a method; if the method contains a loop it is compiled immediately, otherwise ExactVM waits to compile a method until it has been called 15 times. As a result, the main loop method is immediately compiled, and the methods called by the main loop are interpreted the first 14 times they are called. On the 15th call, the methods are compiled and directly executed as native code for this and all subsequent calls. Calls from the native code in the main loop to the byte-code versions of the methods require interaction with the VM. Calls from the native code in the main loop to native code versions of the methods involve no VM interactions.

**Case 1: Methods with VM interactions:** The execution of the native form of the method can be dominated by interactions with the VM. Some examples include methods that perform object creation, deletion (resulting in increased garbage collection), or modification (either modifying an object pointer, or modifications that have side effects like memory allocation), and methods that contain calls to methods in byte-code form. To test this case, we implemented a Java application kernel that consists of a main loop that calls two methods. The first method creates two objects and adds them to a Vector, and the second method removes an object from the Vector. After each main loop iteration, the Vector’s size increases by one. The Java Class Libraries’ Vector class stores an array of objects in a contiguous chunk of memory. In our application, there are VM interactions associated with the two objects created in the first method. The increasing size of the vector will result in periodic interactions with the VM: when an object is added to a full Vector, the VM will be involved in allocating a new chunk of memory, and in copying the old Vector's contents to this new chunk. Object removal will result in increased garbage collection activity in the VM, as the amount of freed space increases with each main loop iteration. Our hypothesis is that the dynamic compilation of methods that create, modify, and delete objects will not result in much improvement over an all-interpreted execution because their execution times are dominated by interactions with the VM.

Results are shown as Case 1 in Table 5.1. For about the first 3,000 iterations, interpreted execution performs better than dynamically compiled execution. After this, the costs of runtime compilation are recovered, and dynamic compilation performs better. However, there are no great improvements in the dynamically compiled performance as the number of iterations increase. This is due to VM interactions with the native code due to object creates and modifications. Also, the decrease in speed-up values between 10,000 and 100,000 iterations is due to an increase in the amount of VM interaction caused by larger Vector copies and more garbage collection in the
100,000 iteration case. Each method’s native execution consists of part direct execution of native code and part VM interaction; in the formula from Section 5.1, the $b \times NativeEx$ term can be written as $b \times (DirectEx + VMInteraction)$. In this application, the $VMInteraction$ term dominates this expression, and as a result, dynamic compilation does not result in much performance improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case 1: object modifications</th>
<th>Case 2: I/O intensive</th>
<th>Case 3: small methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>_iters</strong></td>
<td><strong>Dyn</strong></td>
<td><strong>Intrp</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>114.7</td>
<td>119.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.1 Execution time (in seconds) of each Java kernel run by ExactVM comparing interpreted Java (Intrp column) to dynamically compiled Java (Dyn column). The number of iterations of the kernel’s main loop is listed in the iters column, and speed ups are listed in the S-up column. Each measurement is the average of 10 runs.

Performance data that represent VM costs of object creation and modification, and can associate these costs with particular AP methods, can be used by an AP developer to tune the AP. For example, if performance data verifies that VM object creation costs dominate the execution of the native and byte-code forms of a method, then the AP developer could try to move to a more static structure.

**Case 2: Methods whose performance is not dominated by interpreting byte-code:** A method’s execution time can be dominated by costs other than executing code (e.g., I/O or synchronization costs). For this case, we implemented a Java application kernel consisting of a main loop method that calls a method to read a line from an input file, and then calls a method to write the line to an output file. We use the Java Class Library’s DataOutputStream and DataInputStream classes to read and write to files. Our hypothesis is that dynamic compilation of the read and write methods will not result in much improvement because their native code execution is dominated by I/O costs.

The results of comparing an interpreted to a dynamically compiled execution on different sized input files (the number of lines in the input file determines the number of main loop iterations) are shown as Case 2 in Table 5.1. After about 500 iterations, the dynamically compiled execution performs better than the all-interpreted execution. Speed-ups obtained for an increasing

---

1. We verified this by measuring an all-interpreted and a dynamically compiled execution for a similarly structured application kernel without object creates, modifies or deletes. Speed ups show dynamic compilation results in better performance as the number of iterations increase (for 100,000 iterations a speedup of 4.9 vs. a speed up of 1.04 for Case 1)
number of iterations are not that great; I/O costs dominate the native code's execution time. The decrease in speed-up values between the 10,000 and 100,000 iteration case is due two factors. First, each read or write system call takes longer on average (about 3.5%) in the 100,000 case, because indirect blocks are used when accessing the input and output files. Second, there is an increase in the amount of VM interaction caused by garbage collection of temporary objects created in DataOutputStream and DataInputStream methods; for larger files, more temporary objects are created and, as a result, VM garbage collection activity increases.

Performance data that represent I/O costs associated with a method's execution could be used by an AP developer to tune the AP. For example, performance data that indicate a method's execution time is dominated by performing several small writes could be used by an AP developer to reduce the number of writes (possibly by buffering) and, as a result, reduce these I/O costs.

**Case 3: Methods with a few simple byte-code instructions:** For small methods, the time spent interpreting method byte-codes is small, so the execution of the native form of the method may not result in much improvement. To test this case, we wrote a Java application kernel with a main loop method that calls three small methods; two change the value of a data member and one returns the value of a data member. Our hypothesis is that dynamic compilation of these three small methods will not result in much improvement because their interpreted execution is not that expensive.

The results (Case 3 in Figure 5.1) show that there are a non-trivial number of iterations (about 25,000) where an all-interpreted execution outperforms a dynamically compiled execution. However, as the number of iterations increases, the penalty for continuing to interpret is high, partly because of the high overhead for the VM to interpret method call instructions vs. the cost of directly executing a native code call instruction. Performance data that explicitly represent VM method call overheads, VM costs to interpret byte-codes, and VM costs to execute native code could be used by an AP developer to identify that interpreted call instructions are expensive.

### 5.2 Discussion

The result of this study points to specific examples where detailed performance measures from dynamically compiled executions provides information that is critical to understanding the execution. For real Java applications consisting of thousands of methods, some with complicated

---

1. We verified this by measuring an all-interpreted and a dynamically compiled execution for a similarly structured application kernel without I/O activity. Speed ups show dynamic compilation results in better performance as the number of iterations increase (for 100,000 iterations a speedup of 4.9 vs. a speed up of 1.02 for Case 2)

2. We verified this by measuring an all-interpreted and a dynamically compiled execution of a similarly structured application kernel that makes calls to empty methods (the cost of executing the method is just the VM overheads to handle method calls and returns). For 10,000,000 iterations there was a speed up of 31.8, and for a version with no method call overheads (all code is in the main loop) a speed up of 11.2.
control flow structure, a performance tool that can represent specific VM costs (like method call, and object creation overheads) and I/O costs associated with byte-code and native code can be used by an AP developer to more easily determine which AP methods to tune and how to tune them.

A VM developer can also use this type of performance data to tune the VM. For example, performance data that describes VM object creation overhead associated the byte-code form and native code form of an AP method, tell the VM developer to focus on tuning the VM routines that handle object creates. Another way in which a VM developer could use performance data is to incorporate it into the dynamic compiler's runtime compiling heuristic. Performance data collected at run-time can be used to trigger a method's run-time compilation, to exclude a method from run-time compilation, or to produce better optimized code for a run-time compiled method. In Chapter 6 we discuss further implications of this study for AP and VM developers.
Chapter 6

Describing Performance Data from Applications

with Multiple Execution Forms

We present a representational model for describing performance data from an application program with multiple execution forms. Our model addresses two problems: (1) how to represent the multiple execution forms of AP code objects that are transformed at run-time, and (2) how to map performance data between different execution forms of an AP code object. Also, we present a proof-of-concept implementation of our model: modifications to Paradyn-J to add support for measuring dynamically compiled Java programs. In a performance tuning study of a dynamically compiled Java application, we show how performance data from Paradyn-J can be used to tune an AP method and improve its performance by 10%.

6.1 Representing the Application's Multiple Execution Forms

Our model describes performance data associated with AP code objects that change form during execution. Our goals are to represent the different forms of a transformed object, represent the relationship between the different forms of an AP object, map performance data between different views (between different forms) of a transformed object, and represent performance measures associated with the run-time transformations of AP code objects.

6.1.1 Representing Different Forms of an AP Code Object

AP code can be executed in more than one form. For example, methods from dynamically compiled Java applications can have two execution forms: an interpreted byte-code form and a native code form. We represent each execution form of an AP code object as a resource instance in the APCode hierarchy. For example, a Java method foo has an initial byte-code form resource instance. When it is compiled at run-time, a new native code form resource is created for its compiled form and added to the APCode hierarchy. In other words, run-time transformations of AP code objects create new resource instances in the APCode hierarchy.
We represent the different types of AP code objects as instances of **Class**, **Method**, **Module**, and **Function** class resources; the **APCode** resource hierarchy can have children of either the **Class** (byte-code) type or the **Module** (native code) type or both. An example from a Java AP is shown in Figure 6.1. The figure shows resource instances corresponding to a Java class **Blah**, which contains byte-code method functions **foo** and **blah**, and a native method **g**, which is contained in shared object **libblah.so**. The resources are discovered when the Java VM loads AP class or shared object files at run-time.

**Figure 6.1** Types of resource instances that the **APCode** hierarchy can contain. For a Java application the **APCode** hierarchy can contain resource instances of byte-code and native code classes.

When a byte-code method is compiled at run-time, a new **Function** resource instance is added to the **APCode** hierarchy for the compiled form. For example, in Figure 6.2, method **foo** is compiled at run-time to native code. A new **Function** resource instance **foo** is created for the compiled form, and a new **Module** resource instance **Blah native** is created as its parent (the parent of all of the compiled form methods of the **Blah.class**).

**Figure 6.2** The **APCode** hierarchy after method **foo** is compiled at run-time. If **foo** is compiled at run-time into native code, we create a new **Function** resource for its native code form and a new **Module** resource corresponding to the **Blah class**’ run-time compiled forms (**Blah native**).

There is a relationship between some AP byte-code and native form resource instances; some byte-code resources are compiled into native code. **Resource mapping functions** are discovered when AP methods are compiled at run-time and are used to map between byte-code and native-code forms of resources. We use resource mapping functions to map performance data between the multiple execution forms of AP code objects, and to generate instrumentation for dynamically compiled code.
6.1.2 Resource Mapping Functions

We define resource mapping functions and show how they are used to map performance data requests made in terms of AP byte-code constraints to instrumentation of the corresponding AP native code constraints, and to map performance data collected for AP native code back to the original AP byte-code. Also, we discuss mapping performance data in the presence of complications caused by optimizing compilers; many-to-one resource mappings can result from method in-lining either because resource mapping granularities are too coarse, or because parts of the resulting native code cannot be attributed to individual AP byte-code methods from which the native code was compiled.

- **Definition 6.1:** A resource mapping function, \( f \), is a partial function that maps a sub-set of resource instances (constraints) in one execution form to sub-set of corresponding resource instances in another execution form: \( f: 2^S \rightarrow 2^S \), where \( S \) is the set of all constraints in APCode, and \( 2^S \) is the set of all sub-sets of \( S \).

Mapping functions are built-up incrementally during the program execution; as an AP code object is transformed at run-time, new mappings are discovered. In Figure 6.2, method function \( \text{foo} \) is run-time compiled to native code. The resulting resource mapping function are:

\[
\begin{align*}
&f: \{/\text{APCode/Blah.class/foo}\} \rightarrow \{/\text{APCode/Blah Native/foo}\}, \text{ and} \\
&f: \{/\text{APCode/Blah Native/foo}\} \rightarrow \{/\text{APCode/Blah.class/foo}\}.
\end{align*}
\]

Mapping performance data and instrumentation between execution forms of AP code is easy for one-to-one and one-to-many transformations. However, it is more complicated for many-to-one and many-to-many transformations. One-to-one resource mappings result from the compilation of byte-code method \( \text{foo} \) to native code function \( \text{foo}_n \) (Figure 6.3). The resource mapping \( f: \{/\text{APCode/Blah.class/foo}\} \rightarrow \{/\text{APCode/Blah Native/foo}_n\} \) is used to map data requests for constraint \( \text{foo} \) to instrumentation of \( \text{foo}_n \), and the resource mapping \( f: \{/\text{APCode/Blah Native/foo}_n\} \rightarrow \{/\text{APCode/Blah.class/foo}\} \) is used to map performance data collected for the native form of the method (\( \text{foo}_n \)) back to be viewed in its byte-code form (\( \text{foo} \)).

One-to-many transformations can occur for various types of compiler optimizations including specialization, and method in-lining. In specialization, the Java VM collects run-time information (e.g., method parameter values), and uses these to create specialized version(s) of the compiled method. The example in Figure 6.4 shows a transformation of one byte-code method, \( \text{blah} \), into two specialized versions of the method in native code form (\( \text{blah}_{10} \), and \( \text{blah}_{20} \)). A 1-to-2 resource mapping results from the transformation of \( \text{blah} \) to \( \{/\text{blah}_{10}, \text{blah}_{20}\} \), and two 1-to-1 mappings map each native form to \( \text{blah} \). Performance data requests for \( \text{blah} \) are mapped to instrumentation of its two native code forms (\( \text{blah}_{10} \) and \( \text{blah}_{20} \)), and performance data collected for the two native code forms are mapped back and aggregated (e.g. summed or averaged) into a single value that is viewed in terms of \( \text{foo} \).
Figure 6.3 Example of a 1-to-1 resource mapping: A 1-to-1 mapping occurs when method `foo` is compiled at runtime to a native code version (`foo_n`). The solid arrows indicate a mapping from the byte-code resource instance to its native code form, and the dotted arrow indicates a mapping from a native code resource instance to its byte-code form.

Method in-lining also can result in 1-to-N mappings. In-lining is a transformation of one method `foo` that calls method `blah` into a native code version of the method (function `foo_n`) with the call instruction replaced with in-lined `blah` code (bottom of Figure 6.4). Depending on the in-lining transformation, it may be possible to map `foo` and `blah` individually to sub-sets of instructions in `foo_n`. If the performance tool allows for basic-block or instruction granularity of instrumentation, and if all of `foo_n` code can be attributed to either `foo` or `blah`, then the resulting resource mappings are 1-to-N. The example in Figure 6.4, shows a 1-to-2 mapping from `foo` to two blocks of `foo_n` indicated by address ranges: `f: {foo} → {foo_n/addr00:07, foo_n/addr20:40}. Requests for performance data for `foo` are mapped to instrumentation of its corresponding two blocks of `foo_n` code. Data collected for `foo_n/addr00:07` and `foo_n/addr20:40` are mapped back and aggregated into a single value that is viewed in terms of `foo`.

Sometimes native code cannot be cleanly divided into blocks attributable to the individual byte-code methods from which it is compiled; byte-code from multiple methods can be mingled in the resulting native code. Two examples are: when instrumentation is available only at a function-level granularity; and when instrumentation is available at a finer level of granularity, but the run-time compiler produces optimized blocks of native code that do not clearly come from an individual method’s byte-code.

In the case of function-level granularity of instrumentation, the tool only supports resource mappings at the function and method levels. Mingled code results from run-time compilations of two or more methods into one native code function. For example, if method `foo` is compiled at runtime into method `foo_n` with method `blah` code in-lined, then `foo`, and `blah` both map to function `foo_n`: `f: {foo, blah} → {foo_n}` (top of Figure 6.5).

In the second case, mingled code can result when code from two or more methods are optimized by the run-time compiler in such a way that the resulting native code cannot be attributed to individual methods. For example, if methods `foo` and `blah` are compiled into method `foo_n`,
Method specialization:
\[ f_{\text{blah}} \rightarrow \{\text{blah}_10, \text{blah}_20\} \]
\[ f_{\text{blah}_10} \rightarrow \{\text{blah}\} \]
\[ f_{\text{blah}_20} \rightarrow \{\text{blah}\} \]

```
blah (int j) {
    if (j < 20) {
        call g()
    }
}
```

Method in-lining:
\[ f_{\{\text{foo}\}} \rightarrow \{\text{foo}_n/addr00:07, \text{foo}_n/addr20:40\} \]
\[ f_{\text{foo}_n/addr00:07} \rightarrow \{\text{foo}\} \]
\[ f_{\text{foo}_n/addr08:19} \rightarrow \{\text{foo}\} \]
\[ f_{\text{foo}_n/addr20:40} \rightarrow \{\text{foo}\} \]

```
foo() {
call blah_b()
}
```

```
blah() {
}
```

```
in-lined blah code
```

**Figure 6.4** 1-to-N mappings resulting from method in-lining and specialization: The top figure is an example of specialization: two specialized versions of method `blah` are created for specific values of `blah`'s parameter `j` (method `blah` maps to `{blah_10 and blah_20}`). In the bottom figure, method `foo` with a call to method `blah`, and method `blah` are compiled to `foo_n` with `blah` code in-lined. In this example, address ranges of `foo_n` can be attributed to `foo` and `blah`: `foo` maps to two separate address ranges in `foo_n` (addr00:07 and addr20:40).

in-lined `blah` code may be optimized with the surrounding `foo` code in such a way that it is impossible to determine which `foo_n` code comes from `blah` and which from `foo`. As a result, both `foo` and `blah` map to these mingled blocks of `foo_n` code:
\[ f_{\{\text{foo,blah}\}} \rightarrow \{\text{foo}_n/addr20:40\} \] (bottom of Figure 6.5).
Course granularity of resource mapping function:

\[ f: \{\text{foo, blah}\} \rightarrow \{\text{foo}_n\} \quad f: \{\text{foo}_n\} \rightarrow \{\text{foo, blah}\} \]

Mingled code that cannot be attributed to only foo or only blah:

\[ f: \{\text{foo, blah}\} \rightarrow \{\text{foo}_n/addr20:40\} \quad f: \{\text{foo}_n/addr20:40\} \rightarrow \{\text{foo, blah}\} \]

\[ f: \{\text{blah}\} \rightarrow \{\text{foo}_n/addr08:19\} \quad f: \{\text{foo}_n/addr08:19\} \rightarrow \{\text{blah}\} \]

\[ f: \{\text{foo}\} \rightarrow \{\text{foo}_n/addr00:07\} \quad f: \{\text{foo}_n/addr20:40\} \rightarrow \{\text{foo}\} \]

Figure 6.5 N-to-1 mappings resulting from method in-lining with course granularity or mingled code: The top figure shows a 2-to-1 mapping that results from systems that support a course granularity of resource mapping functions (method-level granularity). In this case the set \{\text{foo, blah}\} maps to \{\text{foo}_n\}. The bottom figure shows a 2-to-1 mapping that results from mingled code; lines 20 to 40 of \text{foo}_n cannot be attributed to \text{foo} or \text{blah} separately, so the set \{\text{foo, blah}\} maps to \{\text{foo}_n/addr20:40\}.

Mapping performance data and performance data queries is difficult for mingled code; when mingled code is instrumented, the resulting performance data has to be assigned to the byte-code methods from which the mingled code was produced. There are two alternatives for mapping performance data collected mingled native code, either: (1) split the data value between the individual byte-code methods, or (2) create a composite resource node that represents the set of contributing byte-code methods and map the data value back to this composite node.
In the data splitting case, we must determine how to partition the data values collected for
the mingled code between the individual byte-code methods from which the native code was com-
plied. There is no reliable way to determine precisely how to split the cost. Even if we could deter-
mine which individual instructions of a mingled block come from which methods, data splitting is
still not possible because of the complex execution patterns of modern processors. We might guess
based on the methods’ relative execution times prior to compilation, or based on the relative code
sizes of the methods, but there is no reliable way to split the data.

Another alternative is to map the data back to a composite node representing the set of meth-
ods from which the mingled code was compiled. For example, performance data collected for the
mingled function foo_n is mapped back to the composite node {foo, blah}. In this case, it is easy
to determine how to map performance data values for foo_n code back to byte-code views. How-
ever, this solution causes problems for data queries in terms of AP byte-code; a user cannot easily
ask for performance data in terms of method foo, because now part of foo's execution is associ-
ated with the synthesized constraint [foo, blah]; the user is left with the task of determining
how much of the data associated with the synthesized node {foo, blah} comes from method foo.

Finally, run-time compilations that combine specialization with method in-lining can result in
many-to-many resource mappings. Performance data queries and performance data are mapped
between native and byte-code forms of AP code using techniques that combine the mingled code
and specialization techniques.

Figure 6.6 summarizes how resource mapping functions are used to map performance data
queries and performance data between AP code forms for each possible type of resource mapping
function.

6.2 Representing Performance Data

We describe our representation of performance data associated with AP code objects with mul-
tiple execution forms. We represent *form-dependent* performance data that are measured for only
one execution form of and AP constraint, and we represent *form-independent* performance data
that are measured for all execution forms of an AP constraint and viewed in terms of the initial
form of the constraint.

6.2.1 Representing Form-Dependent Performance Data

*Form-dependent* performance data is data associated with only one execution form of an AP
constraint. We represent form-dependent data as a metric-focus pair containing AP constraints.
The following are examples of form-dependent performance data:

- **objectCreateTime, */APCode/Blah.class/foo*: the amount of object creation overhead in
  the VM due to objects created in method foo's interpreted execution.
- **objectCreateTime, */APCode/Blah_native/foo*: the amount of object creation overhead
  in the VM due to objects created in function foo's direct execution.
## Figure 6.6 Using resource mapping functions to map performance data

Examples show how performance data queries and performance data values are mapped between AP byte-code to native code. We show examples for each possible mapping function type.

- **objectCreateTime, &lt;/APCode/libblah.so/g&gt;**: the amount of object creation overhead in the VM due to objects created in native method g.

### 6.2.2 Representing Form-Independent Performance Data

To represent performance data that is independent of the current execution form of an AP code object, we define a *form-independent flag*, that can be associated with metric-focus selections. The flag can be applied to a metric, a focus, or both. It indicates that performance data should be collected for any execution form of the AP byte-code constraints to which it is applied, but viewed in terms of the metric-focus selection.
• Definition 6.2: A form-independent flag, *, associated with a metric, \( M \), a focus, \( F \), or a metric-focus pair, \((M,F)\), specifies that data should be collected for all execution forms of AP constraints in the metric, or in the focus, or in both. Given a metric-focus pair, \((M,F)\), and a resource mapping function, \( f \), for each constraint, \( C \), in \((M,F)\) produce \((M,F)^*\) by replacing \( C \) with \((C \text{ OR } f(C))\).

For example, if a Method instance \( \text{foo} \) is compiled at run-time to Function instance \( \text{foo}_n \), then a request for \((\text{CPUtime, } \langle /\text{APCode/foo.c/foo}\rangle^*)\) produces \((\text{CPUtime, } \langle /\text{APCode/foo.c/foo} \text{ OR } /\text{APCode/foo_native/foo}_n\rangle)\). The result is measurement of CPUtime for both \( \text{foo} \) and \( \text{foo}_n \).

When an AP constraint defined in the metric-focus pair \((M, F)^*\) is compiled at run-time, the resulting resource mapping functions are used to map instrumentation to the new execution form of the AP constraint. Performance data collected for the new form of the constraint is mapped back to be view in terms of the original form of \( M \) and \( F \), according to the mapping rules in Figure 6.6. The following are examples of form-independent performance data using the two examples from Figure 6.4:

• \((\text{CPU, } \langle /\text{APCode/foo.class/blah}\rangle^*)\) : CPU time when all execution forms of method \( \text{blah} \) are active:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{APCode.constrain}(&\langle \text{foo.class/blah} \rangle \text{ OR } \langle \text{APCode.constrain} \text{ OR } \langle \text{foo.class/blah} \rangle \rangle) \text{ OR } \langle \text{APCode.constrain} \text{ OR } \langle \text{foo.native/blah}_20 \rangle \rangle \text{ OR } \\
\text{processTime/sec} &\langle \text{APCode.constrain} \text{ OR } \langle \text{foo.native/blah}_10 \rangle \rangle \text{ OR } \\
\text{processTime/sec} &\langle \text{APCode.constrain} \text{ OR } \langle \text{foo.native/addr00:07} \rangle \rangle \text{ OR } \\
\text{processTime/sec} &\langle \text{APCode.constrain} \text{ OR } \langle \text{foo.native/addr20:40} \rangle \rangle \text{ OR }
\end{align*}
\]

• \((\text{CPU, } \langle /\text{APCode/foo.class/foo}\rangle^*)\) : CPU time when all execution forms of method \( \text{foo} \) are active:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{APCode.constrain(} &\langle \text{foo.class/foo} \rangle \text{ OR } \langle \text{APCode.constrain} \text{ OR } \langle \text{foo.class/foo} \rangle \rangle) \text{ OR } \langle \text{APCode.constrain} \text{ OR } \langle \text{foo.native/foo}_n/addr00:07 \rangle \rangle \text{ OR } \\
\text{processTime/sec} &\langle \text{APCode.constrain} \text{ OR } \langle \text{foo.native/foo}_n/addr20:40 \rangle \rangle \text{ OR }
\end{align*}
\]

Metrics also can contain APCode constraints. For example, \text{initTime} is a metric that measures the amount of time spent in a Java math library initialization routine: \text{initTime} = [\langle /\text{APCode/Math.class/initialize}\rangle]wallTime/sec. The form-independent flag applied to \text{initTime} will result in data collection for the metric \text{initTime} even when the math library is compiled to native form. The following are examples of performance data using \text{initTime} combined with the form-independent flag:

• \((\text{initTime}^*, \langle /\text{APCode/foo.class/foo}\rangle)\) : time spent in any execution form of Math library method \text{initialize}, when called from only the byte-code form of method \text{foo}:
[APCode.constrain_caller(foo.class/foo)]
AND
[APCode.constrain(Math.class/initialize) OR
  f(APCode.constrain(Math.class/initialize))]

wallTime/sec

- (initTime, /APCode/foo.class/foo)*: time spent in any execution form of Math library
  method initialize when called from any execution form of method foo:

  [APCode.constrain_caller(foo.class/foo) OR
   f(APCode.constrain_caller(foo.class/foo))]
  AND
  [APCode.constrain(Math.class/initialize) OR
   f(APCode.constrain(Math.class/initialize))]
  wallTime/sec

Both of these examples apply the form-independent flag to the metric. In general, the form-
  independent flag should be applied to any metric that contains APCode constraints; since the met-
  ric is encoding the APCode constraint it makes the most sense to hide the run-time transfor-
  mation of the APCode constraint from the user.

In Figure 6.7, we show an example of form-dependent and form-independent performance
data collected from Paradyn-J. Our current implementation of Paradyn-J supports only one-to-one
resource mapping functions. In this example we show a form-dependent and a form-independent
view of performance data associated with a Java method function that is compiled at run-time to
native code.

6.2.3 Representing Transformational Costs

To represent performance measures of run-time compilation costs, we can define metric func-
tions that measure these costs. When combined with foci containing APCode constraints, these
metrics measure transformational costs for individual AP code objects. Figure 6.8 shows an exam-
ple of performance data collected from Paradyn-J that measure run-time compilation overhead.
The time plot shows the performance metric compile_time measured for several Java AP
method functions; compile_time is a measure of the amount of wall time the VM spends in its
run-time compiler code.

6.3 Changes to Paradyn-J to Support Measuring Dynamically
  Compiled Java Executions

In this section, we present changes to Paradyn-J's implementation to support measuring
dynamically compiled Java executions. Ideally, we would have ported Paradyn-J to a real Java
dynamic compiler, unfortunately, no source code was available for any of the existing Java
dynamic compilers. Instead, we simulated dynamic compilation, and modified Paradyn-J to mea-
sure our simulated dynamically compiled executions. We first present our simulation and then
the details of Paradyn-J's implementation for measuring the simulated dynamically compiled execu-
tions.
Figure 6.7 Performance data associated with a transformed AP code object. Both time-plot displays show performance data measuring the number of objects created by a Java application method `calculateHiddenLayer()`. The top plot shows two form-dependent measures associated with the byte-code (yellow curve) and native code form (red curve) of the method. The bottom display shows the same performance data represented by one form-independent measure (note: Paradyn-J’s current notation for form-independent measures differ from our model, however, the measure in the bottom curve is equivalent to \((M,F)^*\) using our model’s notation).

6.3.1 Simulating Dynamic Compilation

The goals of our implementation of simulated dynamic compilation, is to use the resulting simulation to demonstrate our model for describing performance data from dynamically compiled executions. To do this, we need to simulate the three main run-time activities in a dynamically compiled execution: (1) interpretation of method byte-code; (2) run-time compilation of some methods; and (3) direct execution of the native form of transformed methods.

We simulate dynamic compilation by modifying a Java application and running it with a Java
Figure 6.8 Performance Data measuring transformation times of seven methods from a Java neural network application program. The metric compile_time measures the amount of time the Java VM spends compiling each method to native code form at run-time.

interpreter (JDK 1.1.6 running on Solaris 2.6). The VM handles all class loading, exception handling, garbage collection, and object creation. A “dynamically compiled” Java method is replaced with a wrapper method that initially calls a byte-code version of the method that is interpreted by JDK’s interpreter. After we reach a threshold (based on number of calls) the wrapper method calls a routine that simulates the method’s run-time compilation. The “compiling” routine takes an estimated compiling time as a parameter, and waits for the specified time. For all subsequent calls to the method, the wrapper function calls a native version of the method. The native version is written in C with minimal use of the JNI interface [61]. It is compiled into a shared object that the VM loads at run-time. We approximate each method’s compile time by timing ExactVM’s run-time compilation of the method. Figure 6.9 shows an example of how we simulate run-time compilation of a Java method.

Our simulation implements the three different execution phases of a run-time compiled method: (1) interpretation, (2) run-time compilation of some methods, and (3) direct execution of the run-time compiled methods. However, our simulation adds extra overhead that would not be present in a real dynamically compiled execution; each wrapper method adds an extra layer of indirection for calls to byte-code and JNI native code versions of the method, and adds more interpreted execution since it is in byte-code form. Also, our native code versions of “compiled” methods use the JNI interface. Real dynamically compiled code does not need to use JNI because the VM controls how the native code is compiled, thus it can ensure that the native code conforms to Java’s safety requirements.
Figure 6.9 Simulation of dynamic compiling method foo. We replace the original method foo with a wrapper method (foo). For the first 14 executions, the wrapper method calls an interpreted version (foo_interp), which contains foo's original byte-code. On the 15th execution, the wrapper calls compile that simulates run-time compilation, and all subsequent executions call a JNI native code version of the method (foo_native).

6.3.2 Modifications to Paradyn-J

We modified our implementation of Paradyn-J for measuring all-interpreted Java executions, to add support for measuring simulated dynamically compiled executions. We strove to modify Paradyn-J in a way that would be similar to how the tool would be implemented for measuring a real dynamically compiled Java execution.

Paradyn-J instruments the VM's run-time compiling routines to discover the native form of a compiled method, to discover mappings between byte-code and native code forms of a method, and to measure costs associated with the run-time compilation of a method (this is how Paradyn-J would obtain the same information from a real dynamically compiled execution). At runtime, the VM calls dlopen() to load the shared objects that contain the JNI native versions of the AP methods and that contain our “compiling” routine, Paradyn-J instruments the VM to catch dlopen events. When Paradyn-J detects that the VM has loaded our “compiling” routine, Paradyn-J instruments it. The instrumentation in the compiling routine notifies Paradyn-J when a method is “dynamically compiled”. Also, instrumentation at the routine's entry point starts a timer to measure the dynamic compiling time, and instrumentation at its exit point stops the timer measuring the compiling time.
The resource mapping functions are discovered by instrumenting our compiling routine. Currently we support only one-to-one run-time transformations; our compiling routine takes a parameter naming the byte-code method to be compiled, and returns the native code transformations of the method. By instrumenting the entry and exit points of the compiling routine we are able to discover resource mapping functions at run-time. Resource mapping functions are stored with individual resources so that instrumentation requests for byte-code form resources can be mapped to native form resources for data collection, and so that performance data collected in the native code form of a method can be mapped back to be viewed in terms of the byte-code form of the method. Figure 6.7 shows an example of performance data collected from Paradyn-J that uses resource mapping functions to map instrumentation and data between AP constraints contained in a form-independent metric-focus pair.

6.4 Performance Tuning Study of a Dynamically Compiled Java Application

We used Paradyn-J to provide detailed performance data from two Java applications, a neural network application consisting of 15,800 lines of Java source code and 23 class files, and a CPU simulator application consisting of 1,200 lines of code and 11 class files. Using performance data from Paradyn-J, we tuned a method in the neural network application improving the method’s interpreted byte-code execution by 11% and its native code execution by 10%, and improving overall performance of the application by 10% when run under ExactVM. We profile the CPU simulator application to further show how we can obtain key performance data from a dynamically compiled execution.

For the neural network program, we picked good candidate methods to “dynamically compile” by using Paradyn-J to measure an all-interpreted execution of the application; we picked the seven application methods that accounted for most of the execution time. We wrote JNI native versions and wrapper functions for each of these methods. We first demonstrate that Paradyn-J can associate performance data with AP methods in their byte-code and native code forms, and with the runtime compilation of AP methods. Figure 6.10 shows a performance visualization from Paradyn-J. The visualization is a time plot showing the fraction of CPU time per second for the byte-code (in blue) and native (in red) forms of the updateWeights AP method, showing that updateWeights benefits from dynamic compilation. Figure 6.11 is a table visualization that shows performance measures of total CPU time (middle column), and total number of calls (right column) associated with the byte-code (top row) and native (middle row) forms of updateWeights, and compiling time (left column) associated with the method’s wrapper function (0.174 seconds). The visualization shows data taken part way through the application’s execution. At the point when this was taken, the procedure calls measure shows that the byte-code version is called 15 times for a total of 0.478 seconds before it is “dynamically compiled”, and the native code version has executed 54 times for a total of 0.584 seconds. The implication of this data is that at this point in the execution, updateWeights has already benefited from being compiled at runtime; if
the method was not “dynamically compiled”, and instead was interpreted for each of the 69 calls, then the total execution time would be 2.2 seconds (69 calls × 0.031 seconds/call). The total execution time for the method’s “dynamically compiled” execution is 1.2 seconds (0.478 seconds of interpreted execution + 0.174 seconds of compilation + 0.584 seconds of native execution).

Figure 6.10 Performance data for the updateWeights method from the dynamically compiled neural network Java application. The time plot visualization shows the fraction of CPU time/second for the native (red) and byte-code (blue) form of the method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase: Global</th>
<th>compile_time</th>
<th>cpu</th>
<th>procedure_calls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>updateWeights_inter(Lml.MyHashtable)Y</td>
<td>0.478</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java_ArtificialNeuralNetworkLearner_updateWeights_1native</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updateWeights(Lml.MyHashtable)Y</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.11 Performance data for the updateWeights method from the dynamically compiled neural network Java application. The table shows the performance measures total CPU time (second column) and number of calls (third column), for both the byte-code (top row), and native (middle row) forms, and compile time (first column) associated with the wrapper (bottom row).

We next demonstrate how performance data from Paradyn-J can explicitly represent VM costs associated with byte-code and native code forms of a method. We measured the number of object creates in each of our “dynamically compiled” methods. In Figure 6.12, the visualization shows a method (calculateHiddenLayer) that accounts for most of the object creates. The visualization
shows data taken part way through the application’s execution. In its byte-code form (top row),
the method is called 15 times, creates 158 objects, and accumulates 3.96 seconds of CPU time.
After it is called 15 times, it is compiled at runtime, and its native code form (bottom row) is called
50 times, creates 600 objects, and accumulates 20.8 seconds of CPU time. Its native form execution
is more expensive (at 416 ms per execution) than its interpreted execution (at 264 ms per execution).
These performance data tell the Java AP developer that in both its byte-code and native code form, calculateHiddenLayer creates a lot of objects. At least part of the reason why it runs so slowly has to do with the VM overhead associated with these object creates. One way to
improve the method’s performance is to try to reduce the number of objects created in its execution.
We examined the method’s Java source code, and discovered that a temporary object was
being created in a while loop. This temporary object had the same value each time it was created
and used inside the loop. We modified the method to hoist the temporary object creation outside
the loop. The table in Figure 6.13 shows total CPU time and object creates of the modified version
of calculateHiddenLayer (the data was taken partway through the application’s execution). As
a result of this change, we were able to reduce the number of object creates by 85% in the byte-
code version (23 vs. 158 creates), and 75% in the native code version (150 vs. 600 creates). The
CPU time spent interpreting the method’s byte-code form improved by 11% (3.53 vs. 3.96 seconds),
and the CPU time executing the method’s native code form improved by 10% (18.7 vs. 20.8 seconds).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File</th>
<th>Actions</th>
<th>View</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase: Global</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cpu_inclusive</td>
<td>num_obj_create</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CPUs_seconds</td>
<td>ops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calculateHiddenLayer_interpro</td>
<td>3.9514</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java_ArtificialNeuralNetworkLearner_calculateHiddenLayer_Native</td>
<td>20.762</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.12 Performance data for method calculateHiddenLayer. The total CPU time (first
column), total number of object creates (second column), and total number of calls (third column) to
the byte-code (top row) and native code (bottom row) forms of the method.

Next, we wanted to see how well our tuning based on a simulated dynamically compiled execution translates to a real dynamically compiled execution. We performed the same tuning changes to the original version of the Java application (without our modifications to simulate
dynamic compilation), and measured its execution time when run under ExactVM. The overall

1. Each time the method is called, the number of object creates can vary due to changes in the application's data structures.
execution time improved by 10% when run by ExactVM with dynamic compiling, and by 6% when run by ExactVM with dynamic compiling disabled (Table 6.14). These results imply that ExactVM’s interactions with AP native and byte-codes due to handling object creates account for a larger percent of the application’s execution time (compared to our “dynamic compiler”). ExactVM has improvements over JDK 1.1.6 to reduce garbage collection, method call and object access times, and it does not have any of the JNI interactions with the VM that our native forms of methods have with the VM. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that object creates account for a larger percentage of the VM overhead in ExactVM executions. As a result, our tuned application achieves a higher percentage of total execution time improvement when run under ExactVM than when run by our simulated dynamic compiler.

In this study, we limited our options for performance tuning to the seven methods for which we simulated dynamic compilation. However, there are close to 1,000 methods in the application’s execution. If this was a real dynamically compiled execution, then all of the 1,000 methods would be available for performance tuning. Performance data from our tool that can measure VM overhead associated with the byte-code and native code form of a method, help a program developer focus in on those methods to tune, and gives an indication of how to tune the method to improve its performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Tuned</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Comp.</td>
<td>21.09</td>
<td>18.97</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-Interpreted</td>
<td>190.83</td>
<td>179.90</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our performance data can help a programmer identify why their application does not benefit
from run-time compilation. For example, in Chapter 5 we demonstrated cases where if we had performance data describing specific VM costs and I/O costs associated with a method’s interpreted byte-code and directly executed native code, then we could more easily determine how to tune the method to improve its performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case 1: object creates</th>
<th>Case 2: I/O intensive</th>
<th>Case 3: small functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Measurement</strong></td>
<td><strong>Byte-code</strong></td>
<td><strong>Measurement</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total CPU seconds</strong></td>
<td>2.3515 s</td>
<td><strong>Total I/O seconds</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Object Creation Overhead seconds</strong></td>
<td>1.5730 s</td>
<td><strong>Total CPU seconds</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.15 Performance data from the CPU Simulation AP. Performance measurements of methods in the AP that have performance characteristics similar to the three test cases from Chapter 5.

In our second study, using the CPU simulator application, we show additional examples of how Paradyn-J can provide the type of detailed performance measures that we discovered would be useful in Chapter 5; we picked methods to “dynamically compile” based on the three cases we examined in Chapter 5. For the first case (native code with a lot of VM interaction), we picked a method that created several String objects. For the second case (methods whose execution is not dominated by interpreting byte-code), we picked a method that performed a lot of I/O. For the third case (small byte-code methods), we picked a method consisting of three byte-code instructions that simply returned the value of a data member. In Table 6.15, we show performance data from Paradyn-J’s measurement of each of the three methods.

For case 1, VM object creation overhead account for more than half of the method’s execution time (1.57 out of 2.35 seconds); this tells the AP developer that one way to make this method run faster is to try to reduce this VM overhead by removing some object creates from the method’s execution.

In the second case, a method that performs a lot of I/O, our tool can represent performance data showing the amount of CPU seconds and I/O seconds in the interpreted byte-code and directly executed native code form of the method (a total of 5.65 seconds of I/O time and negligible CPU time in the native code form, and a total of 0.37 seconds of I/O time and 0.044 seconds of CPU time in the byte-code form). The performance data tell an AP developer to focus on reducing

---

1. The I/O time for the native code is much larger than that of the byte-code because the native code of the method is called more frequently than the 15 calls to the interpreted byte-code form of the method. We are representing these numbers as total rather than per call numbers because each call to the method writes a different number of bytes; they are not directly comparable on a per call basis.
the I/O costs since they account for the largest fraction of the method's execution time (almost 100% of the native code's execution, and 90% of the interpreted byte-code's execution is due to I/O costs).

In the third case, small method functions with a few simple byte-code instructions, our performance data represent CPU times for both the byte-code and native code form of the method. The data provide us with some explanation of why this method benefits from being dynamically compiled; the fraction of CPU time for the native code version of the method is slightly better than for the byte-code version (4.9 \(\mu\)s to 6.7 \(\mu\)s per call), however, the added method call overhead for interpreting the byte-code call instruction (an additional 2.5 \(\mu\)s for every 6.7 \(\mu\)s of interpreting byte-code) makes interpreted execution almost twice as expensive as native execution. If this had been an all-interpreted execution, then the performance data for the interpreted byte-code form of the method indicates that interpreting method call instructions is an expensive VM activity. Therefore, one way to make this method run faster on an interpreter VM is to reduce the number of method calls in the execution. The performance data from these three methods describe the detailed behaviors needed by AP developers to tune their dynamically compiled applications.

6.5 Our Performance Data and VM Developers

The same type of performance data used by an AP developer can also be used by a VM developer to tune the VM. For example, by characterizing byte-code sequences that do not benefit much from dynamic compilation (like methods with calls to I/O routines and simple control flow graphs), the VM could identify AP methods with similar byte-code sequences and exclude them from consideration for run-time compilation. Similarly, performance data showing that certain types of methods may be good candidates for compiling, can be used by the VM to recognize these methods, and compile them right away (ExactVM does something like this for the case of methods containing loops). The data can also point to ways that the compiler can be tuned to produce better native code. For example, performance measures indicating that VM method call overhead is expensive can be used to tune the compiler to aggressively in-line methods (the high cost of interpreting method call instructions is the reason why HotSpot is designed to aggressively in-line methods). The VM also could use performance information about specific interactions between the VM and the native code (e.g., object creation overhead) to try to reduce some of these expensive VM interactions or to tune the VM routines that are responsible for these interactions (e.g., the VM routines involved in object creation).

Detailed performance data, collected at runtime, could be used to drive the VM's runtime compiling heuristics. For example, the VM could measure I/O and CPU time for a method the first time it is interpreted. If the method is dominated by I/O time, then exclude it as a candidate for compiling (and stop profiling it). There have been several efforts to incorporate detailed runtime information into compilers to produce better optimized versions of code and/or to drive runtime compiling heuristics [74, 29, 14, 3] (these are all for languages other than Java).
6.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we presented a representational model for describing performance data from AP's with multiple execution forms. Our model is a guide for what to build in a performance tool for measuring programs with multiple execution forms. We presented a proof-of-concept implementation of our model: modifications to Paradyn-J to add support for measuring a simulation of dynamically compiled Java programs. In a performance tuning study of a Java application program, we demonstrated how the type of performance data that can easily be described by performance tools based on our model, allows a program developer to answer questions of how to tune the AP to improve its performance. For example, we showed how performance data describing a specific VM costs (object creation overhead) associated with the interpreted byte-code and the directly executed native code of a transformed AP method function, lead us to determine how to tune the AP (by removing some object creates), and where to focus our tuning efforts (remove object creates in AP method calculateHiddenLayer). As a result, we were able to improve the method's performance by 10%. We also described how performance data from Paradyn-J can answer questions about the virtual machine's execution, and we discussed how a dynamic compiler VM could incorporate performance data into its run-time compiling heuristics.
Chapter 7

Lessons Learned from Paradyn-J’s Implementation

We learned many lessons from implementing Paradyn-J. In particular, some of our design choices were difficult to implement and our byte-code instrumentation is expensive. In this chapter, we discuss our implementation, and characterize ways in which a performance tool based on our model must be implemented to provide performance data that describe specific VM-AP costs in terms of the multiple execution forms of AP code. We also discuss alternative ways to implement a tool based on our model that avoid some of the costs of Paradyn-J’s instrumentation technology, or that make Paradyn-J easier to port to other virtual machines. In particular, we discuss Sun’s new profiling tool interface JVMPI. Our work points to places where JVMPI needs to be expanded to provide the type of performance data that we have demonstrated is critical to understanding the performance of Java executions; currently JVMPI provides no way to obtain explicit VM performance information, nor does it provide a way to obtain information about arbitrary interactions between VM and AP program resources.

7.1 Issues Related to the Current Implementation of Paradyn-J

Paradyn-J was complicated to implement, in part because it uses detailed knowledge of the internals of the Java VM. As a result, porting Paradyn-J to a new VM requires a non-trivial effort. Also, our decision to instrument unmodified Java application .class files resulted in an instrumentation technology that is difficult to port to new VMs and that can greatly perturb an AP’s execution. Ideally, we would like Paradyn-J to be easily ported to new VMs, and we would like an instrumentation technology that results in a minimal amount of perturbation. However, some of these complications are unavoidable side effects of implementing a tool based on our model.

One difficulty with Paradyn-J’s implementation is that it requires knowledge of the internals of the VM, and as a result, requires a non-trivial effort to port to different VMs. Paradyn-J needs knowledge of the VM: (1) to know which VM code to instrument to measure certain VM activities, (2) to discover when the VM loads Java AP .class files so that it can create AP code resources, (3)
to discover resource mapping functions and native code forms of AP code that is compiled at run-time, and (4) to determine when it is safe to insert instrumentation into Java AP byte-codes at run-time.

Paradyn-J parses the Java VM executable file and shared object files to create VM code resources. However, Paradyn-J also needs to know details about particular VM functions to create VM-specific metrics and to identify certain VM run-time events. To create VM-specific methods that measure VM overhead like garbage collection time, object creation time, and method call time, we had to examine the VM interpreter code to discover how the VM interprets method call and object creation AP byte-codes, and how garbage collection is implemented in the VM. After examining VM source code we were able to find the VM routines responsible for handling these run-time events, and then to create VM-specific metric functions that measure their performance.

Java executions are extremely dynamic. AP classes can be loaded and unloaded and AP methods can be translated from byte-code to native code at any point in the execution. To implement Paradyn-J, we had to find the parts of the VM code responsible for loading AP .class files. Paradyn-J needs to instrument VM class loading routines to identify when a Java .class file has been loaded, and needs to instrument the run-time compilation routine to identify when a Java method function is dynamically compiled at run-time. These routines differ between VM implementations, so porting Paradyn-J to a new VM requires identifying which VM routines to instrument and how to instrument them to obtain AP resource and mapping information.

Instrumentation code in the VM class file loading routines notifies Paradyn-J of the location of the internal data structures in the VM; these data structures identify the new AP code resources for the loaded class. Because Paradyn-J parses AP byte-codes after they have been loaded by the VM, we had to examine VM source code to find the data structures used by the VM to store AP class file information. Paradyn-J was designed to parse the VM's internal data structures to find the name, size and location of the methods, and to find the class’s constantpool. Paradyn-J creates new resources for the class and the methods using information that it obtains from VM data structures, parses each method’s byte-code instructions to find instrumentation points, and parses the class’ constantpool so that it can be modified with information to resolve the method call byte-code instruction used by our byte-code instrumentation.

Paradyn-J instruments the simulated run-time compiling routine to obtain resource mapping functions and to find and parse the resulting native code form of the compiled methods. If Paradyn-J was ported to a real dynamic compiler, then we would have to examine its run-time compiling routine to determine how to re-write Paradyn-J to obtain mapping information and to locate the native code form of compiled methods.

Finally, we need to know the internals of the Java VM to obtain the AP’s execution state at run-time. The execution state of the AP must be examined to determine if it is safe to insert Java byte-code instrumentation into the process. For a tool that inserts instrumentation code into Java
method byte-codes at any point in the execution, it is not always safe to insert instrumentation; for example, if the VM is interpreting AP instructions within the instrumentation point, then Paradyn-J cannot safely overwrite the method's instructions with a jump to instrumentation code. To implement a run-time check for safety, Paradyn-J examines data structures used by the VM to keep track of the AP's execution state to determine when it is safe to insert instrumentation code. To handle delaying unsafe instrumentation, Paradyn-J inserts special instrumentation code into a method further down in the execution stack. The data structures for storing execution state differ from VM to VM, thus making this part of Paradyn-J less portable to new VMs.

If we had ported Paradyn-J to a real dynamic compiler VM, then we would have to deal with one more VM-specific problem: how to handle instrumented byte-codes that are about to be transformed by a dynamic compiler. One option is to let the VM compile the byte-code instrumentation along with the byte-code instructions of the AP method. However, this solution is not ideal because there is no guarantee that the VM will produce transformed instrumentation code that is measuring the same thing as the byte-code instrumentation (the compiler could re-order instrumentation code and method code instructions, or could optimize away some instrumentation code). A better option is to remove byte-code instrumentation from the method just prior to compilation, let the VM compile the method, and then generate equivalent native code instrumentation and insert it into the native form of the method, requiring that Paradyn-J interact with the VM immediately before and after compilation of a method to un-instrument Java method byte-codes before run-time compilation, and to re-instrument the method's native code form after run-time compilation.

Paradyn-J is a complete implementation of a performance tool based on our model for describing performance data from interpreted, JIT compiled, and dynamically compiled program executions. All parts of the VM and the AP are made visible by the tool, and as a result, most VM-AP interactions can be represented. A nice feature of Paradyn-J is its ability to instrument unmodified VM binaries and unmodified AP .class files; this means that Paradyn-J can measure VM and AP code without requiring that special instrumented versions of the programs be built by re-compiling with an instrumentation library or by modifying the program source code. Also, because Paradyn-J does not need application source to instrument either the VM or the AP, it can instrument system libraries and Java Class Libraries just like any other code in the application. However, Paradyn-J's Transformational Instrumentation is expensive (as discussed in Chapter 4), and Paradyn-J's implementation is VM dependent; porting Paradyn-J to a new VM requires a detailed understanding of the internal structure of the VM program.

7.2 Alternative Ways to Implement a Tool Based on Our Model

We discuss some alternative ways in which a tool based on our model could be implemented. We focus on issues associated with perturbation caused by instrumentation code, ease of porting the tool to a new VM, and how complete a model can be built using the proposed alternative
approach. In general there is a trade-off between how much of the model can be implemented and instrumentation perturbation or portability of the tool.

7.2.1 Requirements for Implementing Our Model

Because our model describes arbitrary, general VM-AP interactions from interpreted, JIT and dynamically compiled executions, and because it represents transformational mapping functions between different forms of AP code objects that are compiled at run-time, the internals of the VM have to be accessible.

The Java VM implements several abstractions that a performance tool needs to see. For example, Java threads and synchronization primitives are AP resources that a performance tool needs to identify. A tool also needs to identify when run-time events involving these resources are occurring in the execution. One way in which this can be achieved is if the VM exports some type of debugging interface that the performance tool can use to obtain this information at run-time. This is similar to how an operating system implements a debugging interface (e.g., System V UNIX’s /proc file system [2]) and provides system calls that can be used to obtain information about its abstractions (e.g., process time). The VM could implement a similar interface to export information about its abstractions (such as threads, synchronization, and memory management).

If the VM does not explicitly export its abstractions through such an interface, then the tool has to make parts of the VM visible to correctly measure performance data associated with the VM’s abstractions. Paradyn-J had to be implemented in this way because version 1.1.6 of JDK’s VM does not export a debugging interface. Performance tools for measuring applications that use user level thread libraries [72] have to solve a similar problem of making thread creation, termination, and context switching visible to the tool, so that the tool can correctly measure timing information associated with a thread’s execution.

A complete implementation of a tool based on our model is not possible without either the VM exporting its abstractions via an interface or the performance tool obtaining this information by being explicitly ported to different versions of a VM.

7.2.2 Implement as a Special Version of VM

One way in which a tool based on our model can be built is as a special version of the VM that exports performance information about itself and about the AP it executes. The VM can be built so that it correctly measures timing values for AP code in the presence of thread context switches and run-time compilation of AP code. It could also easily measure specific VM costs associated with its execution of the AP. An implementation that is a special version of the VM has the potential to limit the amount of instrumentation perturbation because no AP byte-codes need to be instrumented. Instead, VM code is re-written to export and measure its execution of the AP. However, there are portability issues associated with this approach. A tool implemented in this way
would be more difficult to port to a new VM than Paradyn-J because all the special modifications to the VM need to be ported to the new VM.

7.2.3 Using the JVMPI Interface

Another way in which a tool based on our model can be implemented is by using a debugging interface exported by the VM. This option is newly available with the Java 2 Platform release of JDK that includes a profiling interface JVMPI [62] (in Chapter 2, we discussed JVMPIs implementation). The benefit of this approach is that the tool is completely portable—the tool can run on any VM that implements this interface. However, there are some problems with the current implementation of JVMPI that result in only parts of our model being implementable using JVMPI.

The JVMPI interface provides functions that a tool can use to query about the state of an AP’s execution, and it provides a VM event callback mechanism to notify the tool of certain run-time events. The interface has some nice functionality in terms of obtaining thread level and method level CPU time values. Also, JVMPI provides notification of run-time events such as object creates, garbage collection, monitor entry and exit, class file loading, and JIT compiled method loading. Using JVMPI, method, thread, and object resources can be discovered at run-time, count data can be collected for object creates, method calls, and thread creates, and time data can be obtained at the exit points of methods, garbage collection activities and monitor synchronization events. However, JVMPI hides most of the VM from the profiler agent and, as a result, specific VM costs cannot be measured for an AP’s execution.

The biggest shortcoming of JVMPI is that it does not export the necessary events to obtain performance measures associated with specific VM activities (such as method call and object creation overhead). Also, JVMPI provides only coarse grained event notification; a profiler agent can be notified of all method entry events or of none. Another shortcoming is that there are no dynamic compiler events. As a result, transformation times and resource mapping functions cannot be obtained through this interface. Finally, this interface is of little use to a VM developer because very little of the VM is exported via JVMPI.

The JVMPI interface has the potential to be useful for implementing parts of our model useful to an AP developer. Our work can act as a guide to the JVMPI developer on how to expand the JVMPI interface to provide some types of data that we found are critical to understanding the performance of Java executions.

7.2.4 Changes to JVMPI for a more Complete Implementation

Currently JVMPI is limited by two factors: (1) much of the Java VM is not made visible by this interface, and (2) JVMPI allows for only coarse-grained profiling decisions. To implement our model completely, all of the VM must be made visible by JVMPI so that any VM-AP interaction
can be measured. If at least part of the VM was exposed, JVMPI could make available some measures of VM activities. For example, not only should we be able to measure the time spent in method function \texttt{foo}, but we also should be able to obtain measures for how much of that time was due to the VM handling method calls, object creates, thread context switches, class file loading, or byte-code verification. With the current interface, we can be notified that an object creation or class file loading event has occurred in the execution, but not how much time these events took, nor how much of an AP method's execution time is due to these events. Also, JVMPI should provide functions for examining all of the virtual architecture implemented by the VM. For example, functions to examine values on a method's argument stack or operand stack, and to access the virtual registers, should be provided by JVMPI. With this type of access, a performance tool can examine the run-time state of the AP at any point in its execution, can obtain operand stack values from methods on the execution stack, or can change the VM's register values to jump to special instrumentation code.

Run-time perturbation is also a problem with JVMPI. All JVMPI calls and callbacks use the JNI interface. JNI is expensive, in part, because of the safety restrictions specified by the Java language [21]. For example, it takes many JNI calls to access a Java object, to access an object's field, or to call a method function. JVMPI allows for only coarse-grained profiling decisions. For example, either the profiler agent can be notified of every method entry event in the execution or of none. As a result, there will often be more run-time perturbation by the profiler agent than is necessary to collect the performance data that the tool user wants. One way to reduce some of these costs is to allow for a finer granularity of event notification. For example, if the profiling tool can specify that it is interested only in method entry and exit events for method \texttt{foo}, or for thread \texttt{tid.1} executing method \texttt{foo}, then this would reduce the amount of event notification in the execution, which in turn would reduce the amount of profiler agent code executed. Another way to reduce some of the costs is to allow the profiler agent code to be written in Java. If the Java VM is a dynamic compiler, then it can produce native code that does not have to go through the JNI interface and, as a result, the profiler agent code will be more efficient.

Because JVMPI provides a fixed set of interface functions for obtaining information about an AP's execution, our model of describing performance data for arbitrary, general VM-AP interactions cannot be completely implemented using JVMPI. However, with changes to JVMPI, particularly to make more of the VM visible to the profiling agent, some of the measures that we found useful in our performance tuning studies could be obtainable through this interface.

### 7.3 Conclusions

We discussed some of Paradyn-J's implementational lessons, and problems associated with the portability of Paradyn-J. Although Paradyn-J is more portable than some other ways of implementing a tool based on our model, porting Paradyn-J to a new VM requires detailed knowledge of the workings of the VM and the underlying OS/architecture. We discussed some alternative meth-
ods of implementing a tool based on our model, and examined trade-offs in portability and completeness of the implementation and portability and perturbation costs. To be truly portable, our tool would have to be built using only a Java API like the new JVMPi interface. However, the current implementation of JVMPi severely limits how much of the VM we can see, and thus how much of our model can be implemented.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Thesis Summary

As Java is increasingly being used for large, long running, complex applications, there is a greater need for performance measurement tools for interpreted, JIT compiled and dynamically compiled program executions. In this dissertation we presented a solution to the difficulties associated with performance measurement of these types of executions, namely that there is an the interdependence between the virtual machine and the application’s execution, and that applications can have multiple executions forms. Our solution is a representational model for describing performance data from interpreted, JIT compiled and dynamically compiled program executions that explicitly represents both the VM and the AP program, that describes performance data associated with any VM-AP interaction in the execution, that describes performance data associated with the different execution forms of AP code, that represents the relationships between different forms of AP code, and that describes performance data in terms of both the VM-developer’s and the AP developer’s view of the execution. We presented a performance tool, Paradyn-J, that is an implementation of our model for measuring interpreted and dynamically compiled Java executions. Finally, we demonstrated the usefulness of our model by using performance data from Paradyn-J to improve the performance of an all-interpreted Java application and a dynamically compiled Java application.

This dissertation presented new methods for describing performance data from interpreted, JIT compiled, and dynamically compiled executions. Our representational model allows for a concrete description of behaviors in interpreted, JIT and dynamically compiled executions, and it is a reference point for what is needed to implement a performance tool for measuring these types of executions. An implementation of our model can answer performance questions about specific interactions between the VM and the AP; for example, we can describe VM costs such as object creation overhead associated with an AP’s interpreted byte-code and directly executed native code form. Our model represents performance data in a language that both an application program
developer and a virtual machine developer can understand; we presented VM-specific metrics that encode information about the VM in a language that matches the AP developer's view of the execution. Also, the model describes performance data in terms of different execution forms of an application program object; using resource mapping functions we find and measure the native code form of AP code that is compiled at run-time. Finally, our model describes run-time transformational costs associated with dynamically compiled AP code, and correlates performance data collected for one form of an AP object with other forms of the same object; using the form-independent flag, performance data can be collected for any execution form of AP code constraints.

We discussed the implementation of Paradyn-J, a prototype performance tool for measuring interpreted and dynamically compiled Java executions that is based on our model. In two performance tuning studies using Paradyn-J, we demonstrated how performance data that is described in terms of our model provides information that is critical to understanding the performance of interpreted and dynamically compiled executions. In the all-interpreted performance tuning study, performance data from Paradyn-J identified expensive Java VM activities (method call and object creation overheads), and associated these overheads with constrained parts of the Java application. With these data, we were easily able to determine how to tune the Java application to improve its performance by more than a factor of three. In the performance tuning study of a dynamically compiled Java neural network application, we showed that Paradyn-J provides performance measures of VM object creation overhead associated with the byte-code and native code forms of the dynamically compiled methods. These data allowed us easily to determine how to tune one of the dynamically compiled methods to improve its performance by 10%.

Finally, we discussed some issues associated with Paradyn-J's implementation. In particular, we discussed the necessary features for implementing a tool based our model. Results of our work point to places were JDK's new profiling interface, JVMP, should be expanded to provide the type of performance data that we found to be useful in our performance tuning studies.

8.2 Future Directions

There are two main directions for future work: (1) extensions to Paradyn-J for a more complete implementation of our model and for measuring parallel and distributed Java executions, and (2) performance measurement studies from the VM-developer's view, in particular, examining how performance data can be used to tune a dynamic compiler VM.

The current version of Paradyn-J only exports a Code view of the AP. One place for extending Paradyn-J is to add support for AP thread and synchronization resource hierarchies. Much of the AP thread support can be leveraged off of work being done to support thread level profiling in Paradyn [72]. With support for thread and synchronization hierarchies, Paradyn-J can provide performance data in terms of individual AP threads.

Support for multi-threaded Java would be a good first step towards supporting the measure-
ment of parallel and distributed Java applications; we would already be able to measure multi-threaded Java applications run on SMPs. However, there are also several parallel message-passing implementations for Java based on PVM or MPI [67, 19, 11], there are meta-computing environments that use Java [4, 8, 20], and there is Sun’s Remote Methods Interface [64] for client/server Java applications. To port Paradyn-J to one or more of these systems, we need to add support to Paradyn-J to discover the participating processes in these applications, and to extract synchronization information from the classes and/or libraries that implement the communication between the AP’s processes. As a result, we could apply our performance measurement techniques to more complicated Java executions including parallel and distributed applications that are run across the Web. In these types of environments there are some interesting questions related to what type of performance data is useful to a program developer, and related to how to measure and collect performance data for applications consisting of potentially thousands of processes distributed across nodes on the Web.

We would also like to port Paradyn-J to a real dynamic compiler. Currently this is not possible because we need VM source code to port Paradyn-J, and no Java dynamic compiler source code is available to us. However, Sun plans to make its HotSpot source code available for research use, which would allow us to test our resource mapping functions and multiple execution form representations in the presence of a real optimizing run-time compiler.

Another area for future investigation is to examine in more detail the VM-developer’s view of the execution. In particular, examining the use of performance data to tune a dynamic compiler’s run-time compiling heuristic. For example, performance data associated with the VM’s execution of particular application byte-codes may yield a definable set of AP code characteristics that either do or do not perform well from run-time compilation. If these characteristics can be incorporated into the run-time compiler’s heuristics, then potentially better decisions can be made about which methods to compile, and when to compile them at run-time.

Finally, there are some interesting questions of how performance data collected at run-time could be used to drive the dynamic compiler’s run-time compiling heuristics and be used to produce better optimized native code. If performance data collection becomes part of the normal execution of a dynamic compiler, then profiling costs must be recovered by the execution time saved due to using the data to make better compiling decisions. An analysis of collecting and using different types of performance data in the run-time compiler may yield important results in the area of run-time compiler optimizations and heuristics for triggering run-time compilation.
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